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RiDeST
Menschen im Umbruch

Persone in Cambiamento

RiDeST - Persone in Cambiamento | Menschen
im Übergang | People in Transition is an applied 
research project in the  of service design, 
mainly carried out from August 2019 to February 
2021. The interdisciplinary team aimed to investi-
gate whether and how social services for people 
in situations of personal change can be designed 
and established. — Society is changing: individual 
non-consistent life paths with frequent phases of 
reorientation are becoming the rule. However, 
Global North’s welfare systems and social ser-
vices are still based on clearly de  stages of 
life that seamlessly follow one another (Schröer et 
al. 2013). If one does not (want to)  into the des-
ignated categories,  emerge, the emo-
tional burden increases and the uncertainty arises 

as to whom or to which institution one can turn to 
(Pfab 2018). — The project aimed at gaining a 
deeper understanding of the individual experienc-
es and resulting social dynamics of life path tran-
sitions and, based on this, providing recommen-
dations to social service operators. Besides con-
ducting an ethnographic study in a social service 
department as well as a statistical investigation, 
design research methods were used and devel-
oped to investigate how public service providers 
can offer support to people in transition, to explore 
the potential of visual-analytical tools (see res 
below), to conceptualize service concepts and to 
foster the exchange among the different stake-
holders. Co-creative workshops and design inter-
ventions enable people to re ct on their situation 

(Sanders & Stappers 2014) and facilitate social 
service providers as well as municipalities to 
better understand their structural challenges
(Junginger 2017).  — The Transition Sheet was 
developed as a tool for workshop participants that 
helped them to explore their transition challenge 
graphically and to identify action approaches. The 
form was further used in the course of the project 
and is part of the  service concepts presented 
to the municipality and other stakeholders. The 
transition sheet is to be provided to social service 
operators as a tool to assess their clients’ transi-
tions and therefore will be further tested. The 
method presented here serves as an example of 
the visual-analytical approach to the phenomenon 
of life path transitions. 
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The normalized lifecycle  as a smooth chain 
of traversed institutions is what most social 
service providers understand as the track 
where people have to be kept or brought 
back on (Weinhardt & Walther 2016). 
However, individual biographies often are 
characterised by phases of change that are 
not necessarily seen as failure by those 
affected. Yet, to manage these transitions 
successfully, administrative support is vital.

The project is located in the intersection 
between public institutions, individual 
people and the broader social dynamics. 
These are the spheres that de  personal 
transition phases and potential correspond-
ing service offers. The different actors (red 
dots) and activity  (red rings) involved 
in the research project represent and target 
on  areas of this  to facilitate a 
holistic understanding.

Next Steps

By overlapping the entries it is apparent that 
each individual change shows a speci c 
shape but still certain main areas can be 
identi d. Such a condensed visual format 
could possibly give a rst understanding of 
the change situation’s character and the 
areas where support might be needed.

Even if the abstract graphical approach 
initially seemed to be inconvenient, sophisti-
cated and not very natural for people who 
are unfamiliar with graphical expression 
(Venturini et al. 2015), the transition sheets 
turned out to be a helpful tool to nd more 
clarity in the complexity of the participants’ 
change situations. When the sheets were 
applied in the further course of the project, it 
became apparent that the completion was a 

challenging task, yet valuable as a trigger for 
the examination of intricate life constella-
tions. The concept was brought to discussion 
in the project’s steering committee and as 
they – from a practical perspective – also 
considered it as a useful addition to service 
portfolios, it was decided to further test the 
sheet with local NGOs that offer social sup-
port. The various tasks and the descriptions 
will be re ned. Furthermore, it has to be 
investigated which settings – especially with 
or without assistance – enable the most 
effective completion of the form and there-
fore a helpful exploration of the personal 
transition. These investigations aim at under-
standing how this design approach could 

support social service employees to better 
comprehend the clients’ life situations and to 
identify intervention points.
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Putting the individual timelines in relation it 
becomes clear that every person and there-
fore every change situation refers to a
different time scale. Also the degree of 
detail in the transition depiction varies.

This network example shows what was 
seen broadly: the personal change involves 
many actors. Some of the individuals, 
institutions and artifacts help the transition, 
some hinder it and others caused it in the 

rst place. The “individual problem” there-
fore rather appears as a systemic challenge.

The Normalized
Lifecycle

*

†

The Individual
Biography

*

†

1. The Individual: The rst four tasks fostered 
a general r ction of the individual change: 
describing the transition, marking the elds 
the transition affects, locating the personal 
situation between poles and sketching a 
timeline of the transition path. The intention 
with these tasks was to acknowledge the
importance of the transitions as a part of 
individual biographies. To unfold the learning 
potential, the transition has to be interpreted 
and biographically processed (Truschkat 
2013).

2. The Network: In this task tools were 
given to sketch the network that is con-
nected to the transition phase. Participants 
located involved actors, drew connections, 
marked referring emotions, de  decision-
makers and triggers and added a magic 
moment for a desirable turn. The analysis 
of the personal network crucially helps to 
assess the individual s, changes 
and problem solving resources (Hill 2002; 
Rempel et al. 2007).

3. The Next Steps: The last part referred 
to a collaborative exercise moderated by 
the project team members of the social 
cooperative studio comune (inspired by 
Feedforwarding, see Goldsmith 2003). 
The participants de ned their goals, asked 
for suggestions from the others and 
de  the next steps. This aimed at gaining
personal agency through proactively shap-
ing and creating alternative courses of 
action (compare Raitelhuber 2011).

The Transition Sheet how it is presented 
here was part of a workshop in December 
2019 conducted by the unibz researchers 
and studio comune. Among other tasks it 
served as a visual analysis tool for the per-
sonal transition. The participants completed
it mostly independently while support was 
granted anytime. At rst, the purpose of the 
sheet was mainly to gain an understanding 
of transitions in general, however, it became 
apparent that it can also be a bene ial tool 
for service providers.
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This visual analysis is a synopsis of the 
individual scales ("semantic differential" 
(Osgood, Suci & Tannenbaum, 1957)) and 
unveils emotional tendencies among the 
people in transition. Some perceptions seem 
to be shared, some vary depending on the 
personal situation. 

Conclusion &

“Transition Sheet”
Workshop Material
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emotivamen-
te sopraffat-
to/a

non ha alcu-
na influenza

stravolge / 
ha stravolto 
la mia vita 
quotidiana

sono com-
pletamente 
libero/a di 

decidere

non ho 
alcun potere 
decisionale

autonomia decisionale nel corso del processo di cambiamento

concerne 
solo me

riguarda il 
mondo intero

 numero di persone coinvolte

Come vivi questa situatione?

non riesco 
a gestirla

la prendo 
come una 
esperienza 
arricchente
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Aeon, in his original meaning 
of "life", "vital force" or "being", 
"generation".

ABSTRACT  
The current professional, creative and commercial landscape has widened the scope 
of work of the Fashion Stylists and increased the competencies required (both 
technical and cultural).  The personal and sometimes idiosyncratic vision is becoming 
increasingly relevant as the contemporary context is increasing pushing styling 
toward an independent yet connected art form. Generational and technological 
changes have disrupted traditional purchasing scenarios and buying patterns; 
mainstream fashion is increasingly accommodating new values and aesthetics.
Consultants, commentators, provocateurs; stylists create and invite us to re ct 
on emerging issues, lifestyle as well as aesthetics and beauty. 

The didactic methodology and project framework aimed at fostering a high-level 
conceptual approach that combines critical re c
working within a viable commercial domain. Aeon is a project developed by a team 
of students during a Styling Workshop in collaboration with Vogue Talents. The 
project leverages the aesthetic context of a fashion editorial, an editorial in which 
beauty weaves together with sociological issues and market needs.

The creative space of this proposal draws inspiration from the practice of Euthanasia 
(ending of a life to relieve pain and suffering). Conceptually the practice of Euthanasia 
is paired with plastic pollution as a metaphor for the pain and choking that the Earth 
is experiencing. The appr roject create a direct dialogue 
between the aesthetics of a fashion editorial and social issues. This demonstrates a 
critical channel where is possible to communicate fashion and provoke human 
reaction on social issues. The project presents a think-forward approach, where 
fashion can also encourage and activate viewer re ction. The conceptual approach 
promoted critical re ction and commentary on large issues while working within the 
aesthetic and visual language (and modes of expression) typical of fashion and the 
commercial domain, often antithetical and contradictory territory.

AEON
Introduction

The protagonists have to decide where their lives are going. The ves 
facing two contrasting conditions or moods: freedom and suffering. Wherein plastic 
is the disease that leads to suffering and eventually causes choking and slow death; 
freedom is depicted as a path to a new dimension that relieves the person from all 
pain: the question remains whether this path is destruction or sustainability
output, in this case, was a meaningful fashion editorial depicting personal growth and 
pain relief while promoting a new way of thinking that rejects and refuses earth’s 
pollution and nurtures freedom.

Methodology and tools / design process

The project aimed to investigate social issues that have a substantial impact on the 
current generation and to conceive, design and translate a fashion image that is also 
aesthetic and that responds to market needs. The project was conducted following 
the Double Diamond Design Process, a design process developed through in-house 
research at the Design Council in 2004. The process is divided into four distinct 
phases, discover, de evelop and deliver. It maps the divergent and convergent stages 
of the design process, showing the different modes of thinking that designers use.

During the discovery phase, the students explored current cultural, social and 
economic issues that have a strong impact on everyone’s life.  A central theme and 
direction of the projects were to promote environmental sustainability as an avenue 
to eternal freedom, hence Aeon. The students re cted on and discovered their 
personal feeling on the subject and how people from differ ke a 

etter world. The second phase, the de , 
was focused on generating insights, establishing the conceptual approach and the 
visual language.  The third phase was focused on the development of a solution that 
could translate their concept into a visual communication project responding to the
objective.

During the last phase, delivery, the student created a photo shooting of the concept 
which reproduced the social issue visually while promoting the fashion out ew 
solution of how to get rid of pain and pollution (Figure 2).

Conclusions

The appr roject present excellent potential, since it creates a 
direct dialogue between the beauty of a fashion editorial and a social issue that are of 
high interest to this generation (and almost everyone on the planet). It includes a strong 
storytelling (plastic pollution and the chance we have to be free from it in a practical 
and metaphorical way) and creates a critical channel where is possible to communicate 
fashion and provoke human reaction on social issues. The project presents a 
think-forward approach, where fashion can also encourage and activate viewer 
re ction on the social issue. The process begins with an understanding of the problem 
(plastic pollution and what it causes to the planet: slow death, asphyxiation, sufferings ) 
and then proceeds to generate a solution that communicates it (new dimension, 
freedom, sustainability) thus creating value for all stakeholders. The conceptual 
approach promoted critical re ction and commentary on large issues 
euthanasia-nature annihilation freedom-life while working within the aesthetic and 
visual language (and modes of expression) typical of fashion and the commercial 
domain, often antithetical and contradictory territory. The highly crafted visual language 
was fully developed through mood boards, model casting, selection of locations from 
dark suffocating spaces to open-air environments, styling pr
postproduction. The project also includes a social media strategy which aims to see 
how far it is possible to spread the awareness of the social issue and the idea of 
sustainability. 
The use of hashtags on Instagram such as #SustainableSwitch #FashionForward 
#Future #Sustainability #SayNoToPlastic together with the  production of  a teaser 
campaign video showing parts of the concept are crucial elements in order to engage 
the viewer and to create expectancy. Moreover, in order to open a discussion on the 
subject and to have a feedback on the impact of work, students have introduced a 
challenge asking viewers to create their own expression of the hashtag 
#SUSTAINABLESWITCH with the subsequent reposting of the best ideas.

Figure 2

AEON: images extracted from the fashion editorial that show how students have represented “suffering and freedom conditions”. 

Figure 1

AEON: detail from the cover of the fashion editorial 
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Co-creating prothestics as fashion 
for assisting people with disability 
The case of hearing impairment

, Stéphane Roche
Université

CONCLUSION Through a process of artistic creation based on autobiographical narra a
a acts as a is to 
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Collaborative methods: design
bridging academia and industry
Teresa Franqueira, Pereira Catia
University of Aveiro. Department of Communication and Art. ID+ Research Unit 
teresa.franqueira@ua.pt, catiapereira2@ua.pt

Generate 

This poster shows the methodology used 
in the design studio “Product Design 
Project II” of the Master’s in Engineering 
and Product Design taught at University 
of Aveiro and Design Factory Aveiro.
The collaboration between companies 
and academia is essential, on one hand, 
for the learning process to evolve in a real, 
yet controlled context, and on the other, 
for companies to adopt design and 
innovation practices.
This curricular unit (CU) is composed by 4 
to 5 teachers, approximately 25 students 
and 3 companies. Students are organized 
in pairs pre by the teachers 
(according to their skills) and have to 
develop a project during the semester for 
each of the companies. Once the groups
are organized by the teachers, students 
are given the opportunity to choose the 
company for which they will develop the 
project. There are 4 to 5 moments where 
the company’s presence in the classroom 
is required and 4 to 5 moments where 
students must be present in the company. 
This commitment is fundamental for the 
successful development of the entire 
process since it enables a permanent 

dialogue between both sides.
After the company is paired with the 
students (normally each company will 
have 3 groups) the students start the 1st 
phase of the project. This phase consists 
of a research about the company, 
technologies and production processes, 
competition in the national and 
international market, market trends and 

rs. The 2nd phase entails the 
re- by the 
company and the presentation of 
concepts; in the 3rd phase the technical 
development and layout process begins, 
and in the 4th phase the projects are 
implemented. The CU ends with a public 
exhibition of the projects where the 
companies select the products to be 
prototyped.
The prototyping and testing will be done 
later in the CU of “Product Design Project 
III” at Design Factory Aveiro. This iterative 
process allows the development of 
solutions adapted to the company and 
allows students to get in touch with the 
business reality, technical limitations and 
adversities of the normal design process.

rst visit of PDP students to the 
company's production units.

company’s presence in the classroom - presentations and 
meetings with students and company representatives during the 
development

s prototyping process 

exhibition with the students and companies 
representatives

visual representation of the methodology used 
within the curriculum unit 
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Building on prior work into the cultural role of makerspaces, this research focuses on the potential of craft practices in makerspaces as a driver for social change 
towards sustainability goals.
The project aims to understand emerging craft ecologies in the UK concerning sustainable behaviors, to establish how a maker literacy can be developed and 

Source: 
Nesta, “Open Dataset of UK Makerspaces”, 2015

Marchand A. et al.(2018) Culture as a Resource for Sustainable 
Future in Indigenous Communities Walker, S. editor, Cassidy, T., 
Evans, M., Holroyd, A. T., & Jung, J. (Jeyon) (Eds.). Design roots: 

Academic. (1st ed. p. 131-146)

97 makerspaces in the UK

41% of 51 makerspaces are mostly 
used for socialising

73% of 87 makerspaces have digital 
fabrication tools

A particular mode of making that 
involves creative skills in working 
with materials

Spaces where people can gather 
to create, invent, and learn. They 
often have 3D printers, software, 
electronics, craft and hardware 
supplies, tools, and more.  

"Sustainable development aims to 
perpetually improve quality of life 
through reasoned and responsible 
uses of each community’s tangible 
and intangible resources, protecting 
them against depletion, renewing 
them, as well as revealing new ones" 

https://sdgs.un.org/goals

Greater London
Devon

What is Craft?

Makerspace

Maker Culture and the Cultural Role of Makerspaces

Social Sustainability  

11,62k businesses involved in craft 
industries across the UK

149,5k people employed in the 
craft economy

£3.4bn
generated by the craft 
economy in 2014 
(0.5% of UK GVA)

Source: 

Crafts

Current Craft and Makerspace Ecologies in Devon 

Makerspaces as Commons Maker Culture for Sustainable 
BehaviourUK Library Makerspaces

Abstract

Sustainable 
Development

Case studies - preliminary stage

Sustainable Development 
Goals and Makerspaces 

91 European 
makerspaces surveyed  

4
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Expertise,  knowledge 
and skills 

Context-related 
factors

Shared beliefs and 
values

Innovation

Digital global network

The maker movement 

Multidisciplinary 
education

What is a 
Makerspace?

Data from the Working Group Fab Labs and SDGs:

DPeGLHdmsM1V4byYRiG

“Creating 
makerspaces in 
libraries to 
democratize access 
to the means of 
production, 
connecting inventors 
to knowledge and 
support, and 
providing 
educational 
programs that help 
people learn about 
digital making, is a 
natural extension to 
libraries’ original 
goal in 
democratizing 
access to 
knowledge.”

Libraries Deliver: Ambition for Public Libraries in England 2016 to 2021. (n.d.). 
GOV.UK. Retrieved 19 November 2020, from 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/libraries-deliver-ambition-for-public-libra
ries-in-england-2016-to-2021/libraries-deliver-ambition-for-public-libraries-in-engla
nd-2016-to-2021

Fab Lab Devon 
Fab Lab Barnstaple (Barnstaple Library)
Fab Lab Exeter (Exeter Library)
- Opened in 2014, pilot project for the British Government’s plan of public libraries’ 

makerspaces.
- Digital making courses for the general public, schools and businesses. 
- Operational during COVID-19 pandemic in accordance with relevant safety measures.

Fab Lab Totnes
- Part of the King Edward VI Community College.
- First college-based facility in the Southwest. 

- Still operational for the college’s students , “on-demand” service for the public.

The Craft Revolution 
- Art and Crafts movement based at Dartington Hall Trust, North Totnes. 
- Workshops and educational activities for the local community. 
- Runs the Shippon Studios makerspace on Dartington Estate. 
- Approach to making is strongly connected to politics and society. 
- Most of activities moved online during COVID-19 pandemic.

Fab Lab Plymouth 
- Based in the Plymouth College of Ar.t 
- Part of the Fab Foundation.
- Open-access space.
- Main mission: linking traditional crafts with advanced manufacturing technologies. 
- Dissemination of digital technology skills through the Smart Citizen Programme.
- Sustainable agenda.

Devon
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Kingston School of Art Supervisor 
Dr Paul Micklethwaite
Prof. Daniel Charny
Craft Council Supervisor 
Innovation Manager Alma Daskalaki

Craft in the UK

Makerspaces in the UK

Makerspace and Fab 
Labs

Culturally 

Best Practices
- waste reduction
- reuse of old things
- recycle and upcycle

Behavioural 
Shift 

replacing
- custom product 

design
- responsible 

consumption
- awareness of 

fabrication processes’ 
impact   

Digital literacy
- better understanding 

of digital technologies
- awareness of 

digitalization and its 
implication

eege
kik

Craft in Makerspaces:
The Potential for Social Change for 
Sustainability
Alessandra Fasoli
Kingston School of Art 
a.fasoli@kingston.ac.uk 
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“HELP..me...”

WAITING...

Towards SMART EMS
What's Next? Design interventions for building smart, 

resilient, equitable, and inclusive 
pre-hospital emergency healthcare

Creative design process for 
envisioning the future of emergency 
medical services in smart cities

Background

Methodology
Creative design process >>

Ke

Discussion & Conclusion

Potential impact of the project:
Contribution to evolv t 
cities, Industry 4.0

Generating innovative health service 
strategies

Enhance digital health & wellbeing 
experiences 

1,2 1 1,3Vipul Vinzuda , Niall Deloughry , Leonard O’Sullivan
1. Design Factor, School of Design, University of Limerick, Ireland, 2. National Institute of Design, India,
3. Health Research Institute, Limerick, Ireland E-mail Corresponding Author: vipul.vinzuda@gmail.com

Year 2030Year 2020Trends signals & Cross-catagorical analysis

$

AI .. Community spirit .. Personalised

s   oe i t f i    l I n  a  d e  i r a   t nn ce o s n e tr. e..P x  t
EM

Pro s  fn ee sz  si  t i i oC na &   ls

  
  

Crystal ball : Life in 2030

&soi Pr ea rn se oc nS a - story
boar d s

State of art 
Emergency 

care 
models

P1

P2

P3

Design fictions+
Prototypes of objects (P1,P2,P3)

Co-design workshop
Review with Stakeholders >> Refinements

Discussion on implications
(Tangible/Intangible)

Guidelines for developing 
new framework

VISION 
EMS 2.0

Design 
Solution

Validation-Simulation

1. System service strategic  model for EMS
2. Policy framework
3. Creative research methods innovation

2022-2025-2028-2030 << Backcasting 
Expected outcome 

Set of Experiments / Role play

Pandemic

RS-1

DS-3

DS-1

DS-2

 Understand context & Healthcare professional practices - Expert Interviews

Studying perceptions of citizens & Emergency medical professionals on current state 
of EMS [RS-1]

Speculative design vision [DS-1]

01 

Development of prototypes, Future narratives Personas, 
Scenarios, Story boarding, Role play

Co-design with stakeholders [DS-2]

  EMS 2.0 framework & r

Pilot test & Validation of 
selected design [DS-3]

02

03Reseseeararch h DDes
Designignn PPlPlanan

MeMeM
th

ohooth
dsdsds

04

05

06

07

Qualitative research : Semi-structured interviews |  Focused group discussions | Questionnaire/Survey

Speculative design approach 
Trend forecas ototyping - Codesign

Creative design methods and speculative design approaches are considered for research plan to bring disruption while 
addressing the needs of vulnerable patients with equity and inclusiveness.

yet offers unique possibilities, especially due to its socio-cultural-geographical diversity amongst 1.37 billion people. 

The Government of India has launched its smart city mission for 100 cities (2015). To optimize the use of resources, promote 
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The art of walking is a 
practice that has been the object of 

several interpretations in its multiple artistic 
manifestations. Strolling conveys an aesthetic 

reverie that emanates a power of attraction towards 
the arts in general, but particularly in literature, as is the 
case of the essayist Henry David Thoreau, the Flâneur 

described by Walter Benjamin or Baudelaire, and the situations
drifts and the subsequent artistic movements, such as Land Art.

From this perspective, during the last years have been developed a 
series of manifestations that show this attitude in a certain way of 
rebellion, as it was announced at the end of the 60s by the French 

philosopher and sociologist Henri Lefebvre, which contributes to re 
-think the space around us and, therefore, our closest habitat; how it

conditions our habits, customs and ways of relating.
In this regard, it is worth highlighting the work developed by 

Francesco Careri, Professor of Urban Planning in the Department of 
Architecture of the University of Rome III, who has been working 

with the Stalker group on the idea of   walking as an aesthetic 
practice. He has made plenty of publications, conferences and 

walks in different parts of the world with the intention of 
recognizing the territory from different perspectives.
From this starting point we present below a work in 

progress on a project of intervention and 
transformation of urban space by 

designers and
 creatives.

REFERENCES
- Careri, F. (2013). Walkscapes:
El andar como práctica estética.
Barcelona: Gustavo Gili.
- Lefebvre, H. (2017). El derecho a la
ciudad. Madrid: Capitán Swing.
- Thoreau, H.D. (1998). Caminar.
Madrid: Árdora Ediciones
- Van Eyck, A. (2006). Writings
(Writings: vol. 1 : The Child, the City
and the Artist, Vol. 2 Collected
Articles and Other Writings
1947-1998). Amsterdam: Sun
Publishers.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The project aims to launch a series 
of methodologies by conducting 
courses and workshops that activate 
forms of critical thinking with the 
space we inhabit to highlight
which are the necessities related 
with the design of urban (and 
non-urban) spaces of the 21st 
century beyond the “Smart Cities”.
These practices are intended to 

 derahs   fo aedi naipotu a etalumits
space, where the inhabitants of a 

design according to their real
needs, instead of obeying marketing 
strategies imposed from the rulers 
that, in many cases, propose 
solutions away from the real needs 
of the people who inhabit it.
We propose a new way of 
understanding and addressing the 
urban (and non-urban)
space, where walking and 
experimentation are part of new 
strategies to interpret a place, with 
the intention of implementing the 
design as a study and analysis tool,
which serve to improve our 

1. To develop our ability to detect what happens in the spaces
generated by its surrounding architecture, from the smallest detail to

 the greatest architectural

r e p r e s e n t a t i o n
2. To explore the different contents generated by the architecture and

 how they transform the life and habits of 

the people who inhabit it
3. To acquire conceptual tools that allow us to address real

 transformations aimed

at improving the citizens’ lives
4. To understand the city as a space for human self-realization, and
experiment with the possibilities offered by the urban space to generate

 moments of citizen

p a r t i c i p a t i o n
5. To stimulate our conceptual capacity to face empowerment projects and their
particular possibilities of transformation through collaborative and participatory

practices

METHODOLOGY AND TOOLS
Our main methodological tool will be 
the realization of a series of 
participatory workshops where tours 
will be carried out in different 
neighborhoods of those different 
European cities that want to
participate in the project.
The workshops-tours will consist of 
four topics to be addressed: urban 
waste, protected spaces, 
endangered actions and new uses, 
but more topics may be incorporated 
as the project  develops. The routes 
will be uploaded by each participant 
to an APP where they will be 
registered, so their results can be 
consulted for further study and 
analysis.

RESEARCH PROCESS
The possible spaces and routes will 
be discussed to initiate the mapping 
of those places, where the different 
relationships with the proposed 
themes have been detected.
Once the places have been 
established, we  select those that are 
sensitive to carry out some kind of 
action, allowing us to modify their 
environment in a sustainable way 
and thinking about the common 
good. The project may incorporate 
different methodologies as the 
research process develops, in order 
to establish links that provide 
knowledge and associative practices 
between different groups that are 
incorporated.

establish associative links
between different neighborhoods and cities encouraging critical thinkingby the use of different disciplines to develop
open, sustainable and participatory design processes. In addition, we also aim to place design as a methodology between new technologies

and the world around us, 

taking public space as an object of interaction
and development of proposals that provide solutions to the needs of its inhabitants. In short, we want the designers to

transforming agents of urban
(and non-urban) spaces attending to behaviors and values   of each place, which avoid

tool of consumption.

ABSTRACT

EXPECTED RESULTS
This project has already been implemented in collaboration with 
different universities and cultural entities, such as the University 
of Zaragoza, the European University of Valencia or Medialab 
Prado (within the international program “Open Cities” 2016) and 

the
 process is still fully alive.The aim is to

Dr. Jacobo Muñoz Duato; Dr. Damià Jordà Bou
BARREIRA ARTE + DISEÑO (SPAIN) 
munoz.j@barreira.edu.es; jorda.d@barreira.edu.es

WE WOULD LIKE TO SYNTHESIZE THE OBJETIVES AS FOLLOWS:
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Cecilia Casas-Romero
Escuela Superior de Diseño de Aragón, ESDA (Spain) 
ccasas@esda.es

ABSTRACT:

This ongoing research work addresses the importance of inclu-
sive education in Social Design by means of artistic photography 

good practices, we propose an action-research model through 

Social Design at our school, which involve design, intervention 
and the subsequent evaluation of a creative process, which uses 
artistic photography workshops in a participatory way, at a p2p 
level and through face-to-face contact among students and the 
vulnerable groups. From 2017 to date, we have worked with in-

-
lems and immigrant mothers.
This work aims to be a little contribution to the UN 2030 Agenda 

about the need of improving Education Quality.  
We believe this work suits in this Track “Culture (of) Revolution” 
because it fosters students to think critically and to be aware of 
their capability of playing a part in the achievement of social 
change. 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES: 

1. The main objective of this research is to demonstrate that these
inclusive educational practices in Social Design by means of photog-
raphy, produce a change of attitude in design students.

contribute to social-change achievement.

METHODOLOGY AND TOOLS 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK EMPIRICAL FRAMEWORK

RESEARCH PROCESS

Social Design 
(Papanek, 1971)

1. Research & learning
practice in Social Design
(Margolin, 2012)
Action-Research.

2. Social Design for Social
Innovation (Manzini, 1992):
participatory and p2p.

3. Socio-educational
challenge: face-to-face
contact (Margolin, 2012).

Photography

4. Photography, a
particular tool. (Benjamin,
1936).

5. Documental
Photography (Freund, 1974)
VS Artistic Photography.

6. Research based on
Photography as a document
(PHOTOVOICE) or
Photography as a work of art
(By analogy, our challenge).

It is based on a qualitative methodology 
called PHOTOVOICE (Wang y Burris, 1997) 
PHOTOVOICE used in Anthropology 
research: everybody in the vulnerable 
group takes pictures to document their 
everyday life and needs.

What is new? By analogy, they take 
…..artistic pictures!

Design
- Both research & practice
- P2p, participatory, face-to-face

Intervention
- Student training
- Photography workshop
- Collaborative creative development
- Exhibition

Evaluation
- Collecting data: focus groups,
semi-structured interviews.

- Sample: 7 students, 7 participants
from the vulnerable group, 1 teacher
and 2 facilitators (aprox.).

- Analysing qualitative data: MAXQDA
2020, software.

- Categories from: subjective learning,
integration and satisfaction indicators.

REFERENCES

Benjamin, W. (1936) The Work of Art in the Age of 
its Technological Reproducibility.
Cambridge: Harvard University Press.  
Papanek, V. (1971) Design for the Real World: 
Human Ecology and Social Change. New York:
Pantheon Books.
Freund, G. (1974) Photographie et société. Paris: 
Seuil.
Manzini, E. (2015) Design, When Everybody 
Designs. An Introduction to Design for Social 
Innovation. Cambridge: The MIT Press
Margolin, V. y Margolin, S. (2002). A “Social Model” 
of Design: Issues of Practice and Research. Design 
Issues, 18, (4), 24-30.
Wang, C. y Burris, M. A. (1997). Photovoice: 
Concept, methodology, and use for participatory 
needs assessment. Health Education and Behavior, 
24, (3), 369-387.

EXPECTED RESULT
EUREKA, IT WORKS!

In Design teaching, inclusive educational practices 
based on these three features: p2p, participatory 
and face-to-face, make students be aware of their 
own capability to generate social change.

THANKS TO
Escuela Superior de Diseño de Aragón (ESDA) 
management team.
Marta Pastor, Graphic Design.
Marta Gil-Lacruz, University of Zaragoza.
Ana Gil-Lacruz, University of Zaragoza.
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Enabling Collaborative Turns:
A Conversation-Based Approach 
for Design Workgroups
Sze-Yunn, Seah 
LASALLE College of the Arts, School of Design Communication
seahszeyunn@gmail.com

Against the backdrop of rising complexity in design
problems, driven by rapid technological change, the

work of the designer is evolving. By engaging in collaboration beyond
their established practices, designers can understand these complex 
challenges from different disciplinary perspectives and produce 
innovative, purposeful, and coherent solutions. A design workgroup may 
comprise members unfamiliar with each other and who may have different 
disciplinary approaches. Even when a workgroup already has a 
cooperative working relationship, its members may still have unspoken
assumptions and differing expectations of their collaboration. As such, 
this research serves to articulate how a design workgroup may begin

what collaboration means and to agree on what collaborative actions are 

Collaboration in design is a 
progression of collaborative 
actions that designers and other 
disciplinary practitioners are 
jointly accountable for. They 
work interdependently to jointly 

ovel problem and 
evaluate solutions through 
the integration of knowledge,
skills ,and perspectives. It 
involves  establishing a 
cooperative relationship among 
differentiated roles, yet 
enabling divergent 
perspectives and seeking 
opportunities in the divergence 
to integrate and develop ideas.

of collaboration in design which discerns the features of collaboration
and its associated behaviors. Within a disciplinary-based partnership
framework, these features outline the extent of collaboration in different 

in design and forms the core of ‘Collaborative Turns’ that facilitate
collaborative actions. To enable ‘Collaborative Turns’, a prototype of a
conversation-based activity was developed to present a guided approach
for a workgroup to have exploratory and divergent conversations. Initial
responses suggest there is potential value to designing such conversations
for a workgroup, to gain a better understanding of collaborative actions and
to recognize the manner of engaging in a collaborative conversation.

ABSTRACT

RESEARCH
OBJECTIVE 1

RESEARCH
OBJECTIVE 2

METHODOLOGY OUTPUT
distinguished from other forms of group work

Conversation as a way of enabling shared understanding of 
collaborative actions in design

2a. What are the essential conversations that designers and 
different disciplinary practitioners need to have?

1a. How do designers perceive and distinguish collaboration and cooperation? Features of collaboration

Conversation Activity

participatory-based co-creation?

Concept of
‘Collaborative Turns’

The extent of collaboration in 
disciplinary-based partnership

2b. How might these conversations be conducted or designed?

Literature review

In-depth interviews

Non-participant
observations

Prototyping

Focus group

Extent of collaboration in disciplinary-based partnership

Conversation activity prototypeConcept of Collaborative Turns

FEATURES OF 
COLLABORATION

Joint accountability Only individual accountability 
to solutions produced 
for established plan

Joint accountability only to solutions Joint accountability to novel 

Expertise integration Not necessary To jointly evaluate solutions
and evaluate solutions scope and evaluate approaches

Enabled divergence Not necessary Necessary Necessary Necessary

Task interdependency Mostly independent

Role differentiation Necessary Necessary Necessary Necessary

Cooperative relationship Necessary Necessary Necessary Necessary

OVERALL 
COLLABORATION

Least likely Limited to 
the 

Most likely Most likely

MULTIDISCIPLINARY CROSSDISCIPLINARY INTERDISCIPLINARY TRANSDISCIPLINARY

State of plan/problem Established plan

Aim of partnership

realize an established plan

Actively evaluate solutions 

s

s

s

evaluate solutions with different 
disciplines. Enhance knowledge 

of associated disciplines

with different disciplines to 
investigate questions. Invent 
new knowledge, concept, or 

to associated disciplines or 
originate a new practice

TYPE OF  
DISCIPLINARY-BASED 
PARTNERSHIP

Expanded de

CoDesign, 5
2. The conceptual model takes reference from Ranulph Glanville’s concept of ‘normal’ and ‘design’ conversations. [  V!RUS, 3

Dialogue: The art of thinking together.

COOPERATIVE
CONVERSATION

De ve & Convergent

COLLABORATIVE
CONVERSATION

Exploratory & Divergent

initiate

return to

Collaborative Turns are cycles of cooperative and 
collaborative conversations to enable collaborative actions.

1. Start with cooperative conversation
To establish a closely aligned understanding of a topic.

2. Turn towards collaborative conversation
To encourage variance in understanding, to enable
divergent perspectives, and to encounter and
negotiate differences.

3. Return to a cooperative conversation
To converge a new shared understanding to

1 2

3
4

5

1

2

Detail of conversation cards Test of conversation activity prototype

“[The activity] is interesting because 
I think it really does facilitate [the] 
conversations. And [points out] 
each other's opinions.”

- Participant 1

“I think this [activity] actually gives [the 
conversations] some structure that you 
can kind of tally and keep track of. It can 
get a bit, because of structure, ... a bit 
stressful. Like, am I doing it right? Am I 
putting the token right? But I [quite like] 
the questions and how the features are 
structured. The positions or the Response 
Moves help [remind me] of things that I 
did not say. And then I might bring it up 
because it's there.” 

- Participant 2

“[Some people st 
we do these? But ... in order to achieve 
communication, it has to be done. ... Be it 
how you think, it would be helpful. ... It's 
not that common that people will do that 
... on their own. So I think certain sessions 
[have] to be implemented. So that's 
where I see this activity will be helpful.” 

- Participant 3

Initial responses to activity prototype
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Experimenting new joints for more 
sustainable and easier to assemble 
furniture.
Patrizio Cipollone, Viktor Malakuczi, Felice Ragazzo, Michele Russo
Sapienza University of Rome
cipollone.1596604@studenti.uniroma1.it

The research involved different methodologies and tools, 
including:

INNESTO
READY-TO-ASSEMBLE

The products designed with this joint system are composed of a small number of pieces and are characterized by a remarkable ease of 
assembly-disassembly. In fact, the various pieces require simple operations to be joined together. For similar reasons, the new system 

The research aimed to experiment a new type of joint 
with the following characteristics: 

     realizable with CNC milling machines.

Ready-to-assemble furniture is a type of furniture that needs to be assembled by customers, who do not necessarily have manual skills. 

that exploit the elasticity of wood to avoid the use of accessories and tools. 

State of art Prototypes 

CNC machineJoint evolution

Research on the existing solutions has been carried out 
according to different parameters. After which various 
proposals have been made and tested. The chosen system 
has been evolved considering the performance of the joint, 
the ease of assembly and the requirements of CNC milling 
machines.

Research objectives

Results

Research process

Methodology and tools

[1] [2]
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Exploring the potential uses of ocean 
plastic and public engagement 
activities for raising awareness

Abstract
Ocean plastic started to attract attention from many levels of society. Scholars have done geographical and quantitative research, but the research on the exploration of either ocean plastic as an accessible material or public perception towards ocean 

plastic has not been thoroughly examined. This practice-based research will explore to what extent this gap will be addressed by conducting a series of actions related to design and public engagement.

This research is multidisciplinary – it uses theories and literature to explore ocean plastic as a global issue but also uses science to examine the qualities and properties of ocean plastic as well as sociological enquiry to raise awareness.

-

tic by applying conventional and digital methods in the polymer laboratory and design workshop. The laboratory experimentation with recycling ocean plastic includes mainly Polyethylene (PE), Polypropylene (PP), Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) 

and Polystyrene (PS), collected on the beaches in Scotland. The context of ocean plastic is reframed through working with people with various backgrounds to raise the public awareness of ocean plastic and encourage the public to take actions to recy-

cle ocean plastic in the future. The participants were shown the prototypes/ results from the experiments at the same time interacted with them. These objects are deployed as tokens with the potential to represent the experience of involving into 

protecting the marine environment. The researcher kept in touch with some participants to track their behaviours towards ocean plastic after the workshop and analysed the extent to which their perception of ocean plastic had changed. In this way, 

the researcher can make materials which encapsulate the sense of experience, memory, care, awareness and dissemination for the public. 

Research objectives
- To explore the gap between existing research about ocean plastic and the potential aesthetic uses.

- To engage the public and raise awareness about ocean plastic. People from different backgrounds (such as design students, tourists etc.) will be taking part in some ocean plastic related activities and will be in touch with the researcher to report

their attitude/ behaviours change towards (ocean) plastic after the events. It aims to gain opinions from people in different industries shape public actions to solve ocean plastic problems.

Methodology and tools
Literature review – to research ocean plastic in ecological, economic and political agendas.

Design workshop and polymer laboratory experimentation – to explore the potential aesthetic uses of ocean plastic.

Focus group – to engage the public to be (more) aware of ocean plastic situation, and take action to reduce it. 

Participants follow-up - to examine to what extent the participants’ perceptions are changed after the activities.

Expected/obtained results

a potential use. The public engagement activities are also designed to gain more design ideas (potential uses) from people from different backgrounds. Moreover, public perceptions about ocean plastic are expected to have some change after partici-

-

structive opinions. One of the students started using ocean plastic in his design after his participation. This project does not only recycle ocean plastic in various ways but also has a positive impact on the public awareness and will potentially reduce 

the amount of plastic that is already in and entering the marine environment.

Experimentation

- Numbered the samples and examined the

plastic types in the polymer laboratory

ocean plastic

Numbered and examined the samples

Field trips in the Isle of Harris, Scotland

Potential use - Lighting

Feedback from the participants (N=158)
Data collected via Mentimeter.com

Personalised “initial keychains”

Pictures
1.https://litterbase.awi.de/interaction_graph
2. https://ocean.si.edu/ocean-life/seabirds/laysan-albatrosses-plastic-problem 

Xingyu Tao
Edinburgh Napier University 
x.tao@napier.ac.uk

Abundance

- Each year, at least 8 million tonnes of plastics leak into the ocean.

Marine impacts

Field trip in Scotland - the Isle of Harris
- A huge amount of plastic waste was found on the beaches - nets, ropes,

containers, bottles, etc.

- Some plastic pieces are subsiding.

- Most of the waste was washed up from the sea.

can not.

- Some pieces are complete and recognisable, but many are fragmented.

- They all have rough surfaces after being in the marine environment for a

long time.

   Ocean plastic’s rough surfaces

Conclusion
“Plastic recycling refers to a method that can regain the original plastic material. 

However, there are still more sophisticated methods available for the treatment and 

such as tourism, polymer science, public engagement and waste management. 

Ocean plastic as a material has the characteristics of large quantity, wide variety 

and rich colours. Today, the ubiquity of plastic waste offers potentially attractive 

-

is still at an early developing stage due to the features of ocean plastic itself, such as 

contaminants causing blockages, warping and degradation. Therefore, more experi-

Reference
Ocean Conservancy and McKinsey Center for Business and Environment.

Polymer waste management

Science
Marine Policy
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Feed: design for Eating Disorders 
prevention in pre-adolescent age.
Carlotta Belluzzi Mus
Dept. of Planning, Design and Architectural Technologies, Sapienza University of Rome
belluzzimus.1493638@studenti.uniroma1.it

Abstract & Objective Research Process

In the contemporary era, in which the hedonistic diet has been brutally replaced by the 
practice of nutritionism (Pollan, 2007), eating disorders are a serious threat to the new 
generation. However, still only 4 out of 100 primary prevention programs is effectively 
improving the position of young people in relation to the risk factors (Della Grave, 
2013).

Taking in consideration the picture of the incidence of eating disorders among the 
adolescents, this work has the purpose of investigating, by adopting an interdisciplinary 
approach, the existing systems of prevention and early diagnosis of ED and obesity, in 
order to analyze their effectiveness and development possibilities. The use of design 
methodologies allows therefore to systematize the data collected and to put forward 
a future proposal for school prevention services, in which the well-being of the 
teenager and his healthy awareness of food and body appearance can be seen as the 

The research ranges from pedagogy to clinical psychology, from the sciences of nutrition 

which acts as a glue between the message transmitted by each individual discipline 
and the Generation Z’s user.

The goal of this research is to design an integrated service for 
the scholar prevention of Eating Disorders in pradolescent age.

OF THE 3 MILLION PEOPLE 
WITH EATING DISORDERS 
ARE AGED BETWEEN 11 & 
25 YEARS

SCENARIO DEFINITION

#foodculture: desk resarch about sociological aspects of eating trends 
through history;

#eatingdisorders & #prevention: research and cataloguing of existing 

#surveys & #analisys

#designprocess
for user involvement (Viola, 2017);

#output
and observation of short- and long-term results

The body is a representation of mental representation (Ruggieri, Fabrizio, 1994). 
Therefore, the analysis of the body image of an individual can explain and predict some 

The reference to the methodologies of body boundaries testing has allowed the project 
to integrate nutritional education with the experience of proprioception.
The greater the distortion of reality, the greater the risk we will have of the patient 
suffering from an eating disorder.

LITERATURE REVIEW

USER EXPERIENCE

#networking:
psychologists, neuropsychiatrics and nutritionists.
Body Boundaries Test (Fabrizio, 2014) thorough research;

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

SYSTEM & INTERACTION

PILOT PROJECT 

1

2

3

4

5

6

Methodology & Tools

[1] Dalle Grave, R, (2013). Prevenzione dei disturbi dell’alimentazione nella scuola: 

[3] Pollan, M. (2007, January 28). Unhappy Meals. 
Retrieved from https://www.nytimes.com/2007/01/28/magazine/28nutritionism.t.html
[4] Viola, F., & Cassone, V. I. (2017). Larte del coinvolgimento: emozioni e stimoli per 
cambiare il mondo. Milano: Hoepli.

Results

Feed is a service that offers the possibility of developing one's own conscience regarding 
the modalities of self-esteem and self-control in the food and social sphere.
Feed it’s aimed at middle schools for the integrated universal prevention of eating 
disorders. The objective of the program is to make the recognized values of each analyzed 

Challenging their abilities to achieve daily goals, children will gradually gain awareness of 

shape changes.

in the development of the project the design not only plays a strategic role. At first, the UI 
style hybridizes a flat language with 3D effects, to create a visual identity that straddles 
the taste of children and trendy videogames among teenagers; bright colors and variable 
weight fonts adapt well to the use of the game in video.
Lastly, the product, customizable and viral, meets user needs and overcomes the stigmatization 
towards EDs; a digital interface breaks down the social barriers between professionals 
and users, facilitating the opening and freedom of the actions carried out.

Through the app user is able to access notifications and 
extra content uploaded by expert doctors and pedagogists, 
which can be unlocked by completing the daily goals.
In particular, they includes a food diary and a subsection 
dedicated to sending doubts or feedback from the user 
directly to the team of expert coaches. 

The user avatar is an abstract self-representation, built 
by passing a redesigned, playful and interactive Body 
Boundaries Test. 
The shape can be updated in colors and shape whenever 
the users want, according to the small changes he feels 
during the program duration.

The final reward is a real puppet of the beloved avatar: 
collect it with the class improve the appreciation of singles 
diversity. Moreover the sense of responsibility and the 
involvement shown during the playing period will have laid 
the foundations to build a strong sense of responsibility 
towards nutrition and diversity.

Join the program means play. Through gamification, 
users feel involved: through the app and the device they 
can feed their avatar, fill their diary, gain points and 
achieve new levels by exploring new functions. 
The scoring system starts from a complex data crossover, 
brought to its maximum simplification.

Extra contents for extra fun

SERVICE KEYPOINTS

Body Boundaries test & updating

Playful interaction

Evidence collection

Conclusions & Future Objectives References

This project aims to highlight the possibility of an implementation of the EDs 
prevention by hybridating different methodologies and knowledge. 
During the last two years, the development of many service components was possible 
thanks to the collaboration with professionals from the sectors involved. 

will allow it to be submitted to partner schools.

BODY BOUNDARIES & PROPRIOCEPTION GAMIFICATION

processes to everyday activities is to increase engagement. The involvement generated 
attraction, interaction and experience. 

Taking up game-like dynamic dynamics, businesses and institutions try to gain the 
attention of customers, employees and sympathizers through a mechanism that 
provides for rewards and a tight and captivating dynamic. 

Program goals fit each user thanks to a first registration 
survey available in-app.
In particular, to adapt the distribution of the various daily 
macronutrient portions, it will be asked if they practice and 
how often a sport activity and if they follow a restrictive 
food lifestyle, such as veganism or a gluten free diet.

Tailor made service

FEED: PREVENTION IS CHILD’S PLAY
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Festival Living Labs: 
Involving the Festival Community in 
Sustainable Experimentation.

, r

Introduction: How can the festival community 
be involved in experimentation for sustainable 
design?

Introduction: How can the festival community 
be involved in experimentation for sustainable 
design?

Introduction: How can the festival community 
be involved in experimentation for sustainable 
design?

Figure 1: Plotted  on system levels on a festival scale (y-axis) and festival
community involvement (x-axis).  

Example 1: Micro-level design: ‘Happy’ trashcans that reactively involve the festival com-
munity in waste sorting at Northside festival. 

Example 2: Meso-level design: local start-ups are actively involved at Northside festival for 
co-creative redesign of the waste infrastructure, collecting coffee grounds to recycle for 
new products.

Example 3: Macro-level design: More or less 250 ‘trash heroes’ are reactively involved at 
Northside festival to sort out the waste. Language is used to build a positive identity around 
waste sorting. 

Example 4: Micro-level design: Festival volunteers at Welcome to the Village festival are 
actively co-creating design elements to create awareness about the potential value of 
human waste for compost.

Example 5: Macro-level design: Festival visitors are reactively involved to respond to and 
interact with new concepts of circularity. 

MICRO
LEVEL ‘REACTIVE INFORMERS’ ‘ACTIVE CO-CREATORS’

MACRO
LEVEL

MESO
LEVEL

WorldPerfect’s purposive experimentation at Northside festival is to change the system around waste 
management towards a circular approach. They use an integrated approach, involving the festival 
community as well as ‘reactive informers’ as ‘active co-creators’. On a micro-level WorldPerfect developed 

recycling process in order to involve the audience to contribute to waste sorting [example 1]. After the 
festival, a survey is spread out amongst the visitors to evaluate the effect of WorldPerfect’s sustainability 
interventions. 

On a meso-level WorldPerfect uses the iterations of the festival to redesign the waste management 
infrastructure, resulting in newly added fractions for waste sorting every year: 12 different fractions in 
2019. During the festival WorldPerfect actively involves festival visitors and partners by organizing tours 

newly co-created waste sorting at the festival [example 2]. Also, volunteers reactively participate by 
collecting and sorting out the waste streams. At a macro-level WorldPerfect reactively involves volunteers 
by using language and identity building as a way to reframe the cultural connotation with waste. For 
example, the words ‘resources’ is used instead of the less attractive word ‘waste’. The volunteers sorting 
out the waste streams, are called ‘trash heroes’ in order to build a positive identity around waste sorting and 
recycling [example 3]. 
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For a  radical transformational change for sustainability, design requires an integrated approach, whereas 
designers have to contextualize their design from product and service level (micro) to integration in the 
socio-technical infrastructures (meso) towards the societal landscape (macro) (Ceschin & Gaziulusoy, 2016; 
Joore & Brezet, 2015; Schot & Geels, 2008). Since design functions socially and its features relate to the 
social and psychological world of human, both technical and human-centered  aspects are important in 
design development (Yaneva, 2009). For this reason, many contemporary design paradigms advocate a 
user-centered and participatory approach (Dell’Era & Landoni, 2014). To accelerate design for 
transformational change, sustainability transition approaches emphasize the importance of purposive 

Coenen, 2019; Schot & Geels, 2008). An approach that can facilitate this space for experimentation 
providing a real-life community with social, cultural and technical infrastructures to integrate design is that 

& Joore, 2020). Festivals are considered as meeting places of modern culture serving as temporary cities 
with a social and cultural role to strengthen communities, express social identities and worldviews 
(Bennett, Taylor & Woodward, 2014; Marling & Kiib, 2011; Larsson, 2009; Usyal, Gahan & Martin, 1993; 
Falassi, 1987). Most festivals are rebuilt every time they are hosted, and these iterations enable 
interventions to its infrastructures in relation to the festival community. Combining an integrated and 
human-centered approach, we investigated how the festival community can be involved in experimentation 
for sustainable design at festival living labs.

To operationalize the integrated approach a multi-level perspective is used, resulting in the following 
system levels on a festival scale :
o Micro-level: products and services.
o Meso-level: economic, technical, cultural and/or social infrastructures, e.g. considering waste

management, food consumption.
o Macro-level: intangible concepts such as culture and community shared values.

To evaluate festival community involvement the dimension of Dell’Era and Landoni (2014) is applied to 
the festival context. The scale ranges are: 

questions and/or are observed.
o ‘Active co-creators’: festival community members become involved in the design development as

partners.

So far, we have conducted two case studies of festivals using participatory observations and 

Netherlands. Northside collaborates with WorldPerfect, a sustainable consulting agency that uses design 
to accelerate sustainable change. Welcome to the Village festival offers a program, called DORP living 
lab where amongst others, designers can develop and test sustainable practices. Both festivals are 
involved in the Interreg North Sea Region Inno-Quarter project whereas festivals are approached as living 
labs (Innoquarter, 2020).

As  shows, both festival living labs combine active and reactive approaches to involve the festival 
community in purposive experimentation for sustainable design. At Northside, design elements for waste 
management are fully integrated throughout the festival and the festival community is reactively involved 
on all levels. On a smaller scale the community participates as ‘active co-creators’ to co-design the 
infrastructure. At Welcome to the Village the festival community involvement in experimentation is 

throughout the festival (especially on meso-level design) but might reinforce the involvement of the festival 

offer the ability to involve the community on all system levels. By contextualizing design and involving the 
community, festival living labs can offer a space for designers to experiment in an integrated way and they 
create a potential for sustainable design practices to diffuse more widely. We see festival living labs as a 
promising approach for more designers to use.

At Welcome to the Village festival visitors can choose to participate as volunteers in a program called 
DORP living lab. In this program the volunteers are involved as ‘active co-creators’ in the development 
and testing of circular design projects. One example project is that of social designer Fides Lapidaire. Her 
purposive experimentation is about closing the food cycle by introducing dry toilets that help convert 
human waste matter into compost to grow vegetables. 

that communicates and explains the recycling process to create awareness and to change the perspective 
about the value of human waste [example 4]. The festival audience is involved as ‘reactive informers’ on a 
macro-level, giving the opportunity to interact and respond to the designs by participating in little surveys 
and interviews [example 5]. Also, Welcome to the Village involves the audience by organizing tours around 

are not fully integrated within the festival infrastructures, we didn’t observe community involvement on 
a meso-level. 
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INSTITUTIONTYPICAL PROGRAM

HOW TO REIMAGINE THE ECOLOGY OF HEALTH AS A NEW PRODUCTIVE CIVIC LANDSCAPE FOR OUR CITY ?

HOW CAN THE ARCHITECTURE OF HEALTH MANIFEST IN THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT AT DIFFERENT SCALE?

HOW CAN A NEW INCLUSIVE AND SHARED VISION OF LIVING TOGETHER GIVE A NEW MEANING TO GROW OLDER TOMORROW?

MULTI-MODAL STREETSCAPE ACCESSIBLE PROMENADE EXCHANGE PLAZA WITH ‘RESSOURCERIE’ HEALTH PLAZA WITH SHARED GARDENS AND ATELIER

ECOLOGY

ASSISTED LIVING

ASSISTED LIVING LONG 
STAY

ADAPTED LIVING
SHORT STAY

EXISTING - REUSED AND 
UPDAGRADED

ACTIVE URBAN SPACE

ACTIVE FACADE 
- MAINTAINED BY
INHABITANTS

INTROVERTED AND 
DISCONNECTED

ADAPTED LIVING

HEALTHCARE 
SERVICES

ADMINISTRATION

TECHNICAL

KINDERGARDEN
SCHOOL
NURSERY
MIDDLE SCHOOL

OFFICES
GUICHET

DANCING TEA
HAIRDRESSER
CANTEEN
PRAYER ROOM
SHOP
GYM-SPORT

OFFICES 
UNIVERSITY

CARE CENTER
KINE-THERAPY
PSYCHOLOGIST
CLASSROOM
CO-WORKING
WORKSHOP
AUDITORIUM
PRODUCTIVE GARDEN
SPA-STEAM
INTERNET COFFEE
CINEMA
T2 + ADAPTED HOUSING
STUDENT HOUSING

SHARED KITCHEN
LIVING ROOM
RESTAURANT
PRAYER ROOM

HOSPITALIZED ROOM
ADAPTED ROOM
SHORT STAY ROOM

COMMUNITY CENTER
COMMUNE HOUSE
WORKSHOP
RESSOURCERIE TOWNHOUSE

APARTMENT
VILLAS
ALLOTMENT
HOTEL
COTTAGE

HOME DELIVERY
STORAGE-
LOGISTICS 
WAREHOUSE

CAFE PMU
BISTROT
RESTAURANT
PRESSE
FLORIST

CABINET MEDICAL
DENTISTE
KINE

JARDIN OUVRIER EN 
COEUR DE BOURG
SERRES EN VILLE
FERME
FORET
ETANG

SHARED STREET
CYCLING PATH
PLAZA
PAVEMENT
SIGNAGE DESIGN
LIGHT

PUBLIC 
HEALTH

PRIVATE
HEALTHFAMILY

education

retails
association 

marketing

landscape

urban 
space

regulation

R&D
pharma-
ceutical
services

services

recreational

MUTUALISING AND SHARING HEALTH FUNCTION 
WITHIN THE CITY

Health loop for Auby, France

Design culture of Proximity in 
relation to Places, People & 
Economy calls into question 

productive space in the last 
Europan 15 session.

If not the city but our life in the 
city were to be more ‘productive’ 
had more to do with the idea 
of being ‘meaningful’? What 
if the notion of productivity 
was not focused on youth but 
overcoming a fortuitous age 
segregation to focus on senior?
By contradicting the 
commonplace that activity and 
productivity is the monopoly 
of youth, we can criticize and 
start to act on the segregation 
of seniors, symbolically 
relegated to isolation, passivity 
or dependence and claim that 
the productive city can also be 
inclusive.

The Urban Loop in Auby (France) 
brings this visian in an urban 
and architectural framework 
harnessing effort made and 
other needed around the idea 
of Age-integration and Health. 
With new streetscapes, an inter-
generational habitat partly self-
managed facilitates access to 
learning, voluntary work, crafts, 
continue or start businesses, 
support research in synergy with 
regional actors and the youth. 

A forward-looking public/private 
institute sharing functions 
and creating mutual value and 
synergy. The masterplan comes 
to support and grow the offer of 
living in a meaningfu cityl.
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Guided by Voices from the Fields: 
A case study on earth, plants and 
fashion design

In the Ethno Course, part of the Fashion program at the
Estonian Academy of Arts–running since the 1940s 
(Ojaave and Puppart 2019), students are invited to be 
inspired by and appropriate of the dynamics of the Es-

-
tices of cultivating and harvesting and observing how 

During the course of a semester, students experience 

craft archive (Reinholm 2013), and the design studio. In 
this way, they not only engage in growing and harvest-
ing plants but also in gathering community recipes and 
stories, to build their own. While losing control of 
the reactions between textiles and plant dyes (Klemola 

tell. For example, how the age and geographical loca-

for dyes. The eventual outcomes are plural, including 
woven textiles, surfaces, haberdasheries, and clothing 
that explore the plurality and liveliness of the natural 
dyes, displaying the non-static aspect of the pieces. 

we conclude that drawing inspiration from experiences 
with and through non-human matters, such as plants, 
grounds, and climate, effects a shift from an aesthetic 
of seriality (Steiner 1999) to an aesthetic where unique-
ness and affects are highlighted (cf. Valle-Noronha 
2019). From the relations between seasons and places 

voices may offer fashion and textile designers new 
paths for creativity. 
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Notes to the reader
This case study has been investigated from the perspective of sustainability 
and cultural heritage and presented at the Fashion Colloquia Jaipur. This con-
tribution explores a new perspective to the work.

When creating, fashion designers are inspired by 
a myriad of elements that cross their paths: cul-
tures, colors, forms, processes, etc. While enc-
ounters with elements from human culture are 

-
tion frequently arise. Looking at the case of the 
Ethno Course, this study asks about alternative 
paths of inspiration and how can a closer engage-
ment with non-human entities affect fashion de-
sign practice? 

Keywords: Estonian crafts, natural dyes, fashion design, fashion 
design education, cultural appropriation, creativity

Piret Puppart, Julia Valle-Noronha
Faculty of Design, Estonian Academy of Arts
piret.puppart@artun.ee, julia.valle@artun.ee

,
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Heirloom: a device 
for the survival of 
Valeria Volanti
volanti.valeria@gmail.com

The project

Heirloom is a device for the survival of memories in the form of voice 
messages.

The idea is that our memories are passed on to our offsprings just as 
our genetic material is passed on and that, as happens with biological 
evolution thanks to natural selection, only the best memories survive 
over time.

Heirloom is passed from hand to hand, from generation to generation. 
For each step, new memories are recorded by each user, and memories 
of the ancestors are listened to, and a score is progressively assigned 
to every record according to the average listening time. Memories that 
have been heard less end up disappearing to leave space in the 
memory to the most heard memories. When two users form a couple, 
the two devices meet, and a single collective memory is generated 
consisting of the best memories of each of the two families.

The device is recharged by means of a key placed on the side of the 
box in which the device is contained, and while it is turned, as if it were 
a carillon, a music automatically generated by the system is reproduced 
based on the overall mood of the collective memory of the family to 
which it belongs.

Methodology and Tools

Research Process

Research Objectives

Investigating the concept of design without  
designer, through a project that submits design to 
the rules of biology;

Abstract

The project investigates the idea of design without designer, by 
submitting design to the rules of biological evolution.
In , an essay by Richard Dawkins, evolution is 
analyzed from the point of view of the singular gene, fundamental 
unit of evolution, that does all it can to survive, replicating through 
to the offsprings. Genes that have a reproductive advantage, 
thrive. On the contrary, they end up disappearing. The author 
extends these concepts in a broader sense to ideas, fundamental 
entities of culture, replicators just like DNA: the memes. We 
possess part of the genome of our ancestors within our genome, 
although we do not know who these were and what their 
thoughts were. Based on these concepts, I designed a device that 
would allow the transmission from generation to generation of 
something immaterial: values, memories, that would survive the 
individuals themselves. 

the rotating ring allows the selection 
and listening of memories

the central part is for recording new 
memories, it works like a timer with 

a duration of 30’’

to take care of the memory of the 
ancestors, periodically rotate the key 

to avoid permanent deletion

when two devices meet, the two 
memories will merge into a new one

establishing foundation of research
through secondary data sources.
est
t

GROUNDWORK1

DEFINITION2

IDEATION3

creation of various models in 
PROTOTYPING4

DESK
RESEARCH

CRITICAL
DESIGN
APPROACH
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HYBRID TOWN, 
Stories in Maps: from China to Milan
Prof. Guido Tattoni, Prof. Hagit Pincovici, Prof. Germana De Michelis
NABA, Nuova Accademia delle Belle Arti, Milano, Roma
guido.tattoni@naba.it   hagit_pincovici@docenti.naba.it   germana.demichelis@naba.it

Hybrid Town is a project born as a curricular academic activity of NABA in the 2019/20 winter term. The idea started among faculty members trying to involve and 

neighbourhood (via Paolo Sarpi).

Paolo Sarpi area has been from the early 1900s a close Chinese community, full of commercial import-export companies and shops that were mainly oriented to the 
local Chinese residents. Things started to change when an urban intervention on 2010-11 (which followed a high wave of protests by local residents for the too many 

drew the attention of many non-Chinese entrepreneurs, who decided to open cafes, bars and shops in the new pedestrian area, and, subsequently, of real-estate 
speculators who see in the newly refurbished area an occasion for increasing the value and the rent of their properties.

Chinatown be described to who does not know it? What are its needs? How can art contribute to the integration of cultures? How can urban interventions that foster 
multicultural integration be conceived and designed from different perspectives and through contamination across different disciplines? Can NABA, as a cultural and 
multi-disciplinary institution encourage good practices of integration?

Eleven classes, meaning more than 300 students and 20 professors from different backgrounds and disciplines, were asked to work on these questions. Many teams 
were formed, and students started exploring the neighbourhood through their own cultural and artistic lenses.

What we would like to present is the result of one of those teams, which is particularly interdisciplinary: the faculty members are one architect, one designer and one 
sound artist who asked students to explore the area through its sound features and, from the results of such exploration, to devise urban design solutions which would 
help the cultures that are living together in that very particular neighbourhood understand each other and thus successfully integrate.

Students: Andreea Popescu, Sara Millozza, Asia Lodedo, Alessia Forti, Marina Fabiani, Elena Cusini, Giulio Sala, Silvia Busato, Gaia Battisti, Beatrice Bologna, Alice 
Bezzi, Martina Andreola, Claudia Galli, Federica Colombi, Alice Chianese, Andrea Perego, Matteo Malacrida, Giulia Guerrera, Gaia Sala, Ilaria Radaelli, Andrea Pirovano, 
MariaTeresa Pitta, Giovanni Natuzzi, Adriana Mabel Aguirre, Federica Sarti Cipriani, Asia Miari, Alice Gurzi, Eerika Minkkine, Oyku Toker, Iren Habib, Nora Anttonen, Li 
Yoshurui, Dong Yi, Xia Yu, Cassandra Milesi, Nikol Algranati, Sevic Naz Apa, Ece Ikinci, Yunyun Lin, Yuzhe Zhang, Jiawen Cheng, Jiafen Zhu.
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Identities and sustainable futures 

David Serra Navarro, Carme Ortiz Valeri
ESDAP Catalunya http://esdap.cat 
david.serranavarro@esdapcatalunya.cat  /  carme.ortizvaleri@esdapcatalunya.cat  

ABSTRACT:
 The social impact of the artistic discipline of Design is an intrinsic part of the DNA of End-of-degree Projects at ESDAP Catalunya in which different 

different tangible solutions for individuals and for society. It embraces a range of processes in which the designer is actively involved with the community and acts 

encourages a model of design that primarily focuses on users (people) and their contemporary context. Generating knowledge and broadening the base of critical 
thinking is one of the educational challenges that continue to nourish our students’ projects. 

gender, multiplicity and diversity. It also strives to show how design is a useful tool for social transformation through a series of tutor-supervised proposals aimed 
at prompting not only an ethical stance, but also open investigation that encourages new languages of action and creates new relations through direct 
intervention in people’s lives. The re-activation of processes that stimulate minority communities to give them a voice, participatory initiatives and raising 
awareness are the lines that steer our work.

Keywords > End-of-degree Projects
Experience, self-service workshop, club, meeting point, friends.

Young design, cowork, gen x
Vinyl, personalization, style, automobile, own designs.
Study, communication, sharing, adaptation, cooperate. 

Meeting, innovation, integration.
Mental Sickness, stigma awareness, experimentation campaign, empathy.

Nipple, breast, #freethenipple, censorship, latex.
Absurd, scaffolding, eggplant, subconscious.

Natural resources, ocean, childhood,
Homophobia, LGBTIQ+, tool, people, society

Guinea Bissau, matriarchy, Orango Grande, afrofuturism, Bijagos Archipelago.
Cannabis, culture, smoke, eductation, nature.

Asthma, visual code, inhalators, instructions, pictograms
Clímax, eroticism, sexuality, learn, passion.

Social, functional, well-lit, warm
Dignify, profession, art, educate, awareness

interaction outdoor-interior space.
fanzine, Llotja, publishing, cooperation.

Co-housing, warmth, support.
Gastronomy, ceramics, health, wellness.

Scenography, fashion show, fashion, communication, celebrations, religion.
Dyslexia, editorial, reading, Helvetica, visual.

Ecologism, sustainability, turning, wheel.
musical, learning, set, concert.

Wellness, organic, calm, nature.
Editorial, crossdresser, transgender, inclusion, visibility.

Rental, celebration, multidisciplinary, industrial warehouse.
Campaign, santa, Sevilla, emotional.

Habits, wellness, nature.
Freedom of expression, censorship, art, criticism, activism.

Soccer, sport, competitiveness, emotion, inequality.
Hip Hop, feminism, difference, collective, empowerment. 

Morphopsychology, personality, entertainment, visibility.
Technology, generation Z, multifunctional, welcome.

OCD, rehabilitation, therapy, interactive support.
Detail, pause, evasion.

Adolescence, sex education, self-awareness, self pleasure, positive sex. 
Sexual orientation, teens, education, health, sex.

Taboo/silence, preventive, empathy.
Emotions, music, people, packaging, Franco dictatorship.

User experience, usability, user interface, corporate visual identity.
Clothing, colour blindness, inclusion, colours.

Graphic designer, rookie, guide, book, professional world.
Autism, board game, education, pictogram.

Hip hop, women, fashion, style, Bronx.
Hip hop, women, fashion, style, Bronx.

Cohabitation, dialogue, ritual, domestic scope, tool.

Recycling, sustainability, waste,  motivation, Challenges.
Toy, creativity, manipulative, multidisciplinary, multiage.

Addiction, youth, health, sports betting, game.
Political, campaign, ecologism.

Tribute, exhibition, universe, seabed.
Feminine, soft, minimal and elegant.

Social Agriculture, cooperative, refugees, solidarity, empathy.
Typography, signs, identity, closeness.

Stories, reading, mobile phone, consequences.
Movement, rhythm, freedom, volume, 45º

Visual poem, coaching, change, game, emotional well-being.
Esplai, headquarters, renovation, space, light.

Rheumatic diseases, information, treatment, digital services.
Hands, limitations, help, customizable, portable.

Food emergency, inclusion, cooperativism, exploitation.
Feminism, coeducation, risograph, card game, cards, digital illustration, anonymous 

women.
Medicinal plants, kit, app, diffusion, coexistence.

Fog, local fashion, sustainability, climate.
showroom, interior design, crafts, La Cerdanya

Coworking, cobaby, cofamily, family, kids, parents, family-friendly.
Spa, relax, wellbeing, sensory experience.

Code, dance, app, bachata.
Thinkers of images, dyslexia, gift, teenager, collage

Accessibility, deafness, inclusion, communication, events
Bullying, school, kids, educaction.

Board game, cognitive stimulation, Alzheimer's
Climate change, app, environment, children’s education, games.

Experience, comfort, food, work spaces, accessible for all, few queues, well located, easy 
to carry, break, ergonomics, storage, dead hours, health, international, quick, variety.

Interface, generative design, synthesizer, audio visualization, UX/UI.
Graphic design, guide, client, designer, educate.

Tandem race, Santa Coloma de Gramenet, collaborative values.
Tourism, virtual reality, app.

Loss, baby, grief, love.
Typography, ceramics, tile, cartabó, Jean Sebastién Truchet, grid.

Housing First, headhunter, integration at work, homeless.
Reuse, leftover, materials. 

Local products, crafts, wine tourism, biosustainability, culture.
Residence, elderly people, intergenerational, privacy, identity.

Death, taboo, dialogue, satire, visibility.
Diva, mugler, spotlight, attitude.

Smartphone, futuristic, innovation, fashion.
Fibromyalgia, accompany, reassure, environment, app
Non-monogamies, management, time, emotions, app.

Families, diversity, game.

Mobile application, cinema, emotional management.
Emotional calendar, emotional education, emotional intelligence, Kids.

Horticulture, vegetable garden, train station, renovation, rural.
Balearic, tourism, sustainability, seasonalization, app

Cooperation, empathy, personal development, diversity, autism.
Masculinity, genderful, be yourself, personality, freak show.

Conscience, reuse, experimentation, counterculture.
Urban, outdoor, bench, seat, relax, security, theft, robberies, green area.

Social design, sustainable wrapping, 0 waste, collage.
#toxic_material #sensitive_design #unlearn_to_return_to _learn

Obesity, fast food, nutritional information. 
Obesity, fast food, nutritional information. 

Advertising campaign, bullying, kids, school
Tattoo, redesign, machine, ergonomics, wireless.

Disease, superhero, game.

Fake news, fact-checking, report, journalism, newspaper.
Harassment, community, union, app, teens.

City, design, urban planning, people.
Magazine, depopulation, teruel, rural, visibilize.

Performance society, thermochromic dyes, contemporary dance, physical contact.
Fortress, cracks, wear, time, experience.

Recycling, conscience, waste, sustainability, disinformation.
Gamer, video game, social network, application, society.

Tourism, Barcelona, civic-mindedness, campaign, coexistence.
Eco-skatebording, easy-eco-backpack, recycling, sustainability, urban-skateboard.

Industrial livestock, meat, consumerism,  pollution, natural environment.
Tourism, sustainable tourism, authenticity.

Fear, anxiety, disorder, empathy, phobia.
Motorcycle, workshop, leisure, friends, learning.
Education, sexuality, old age, affectivity, health.

Social, community, person. 
Company, family, footprint, order, animals.

Asperger, guide, communication, school, family.
Experimentation, biomaterials, sustainability, lighting, handicrafts.

Transform, evolution, freedom and weakness.
Motherboard, technology center, meeting point.

Collaborative identity, collaboration, co-creation, branding.
Visual identity, Sabadell, culture.

Corruption, campaign, condemn, society.
Corruption, campaign, condemn, society

Discrimination, to limit, to make visible, stigmas.
Sexual diversity, game, education, participation and sensation.

tattoo, app, social network
Fashion, workshop, atelier, art, sewing.

Education, interactive videowall, alternative education.
Motherhood, no maternity, decision, social stigma.

Cleft lip, cleft palate, association, informative brochure.
PlayStation, Gamer, light, teams, monitors, screens, industrial.

Society, risky, male archetype, craftwork, textile experimentation.
Dance, art, culture.

Lluçanès, cooperativism, democracy, simplicity, creation.
Homeless, shelter, Bona Nit Foundation, NGO, social housing, social design, help.

Futurism, Generation Z, Virtual Reality, System, Matrix
Celiacs, ecosostenible, bioconstruction, workshop and vegetation.

Motorcycle, automotive design, protection, customization, comfort.
Asbestos, danger, campaign, reveal, claim.

Thug, honest, adult, rough, spontaneous.
Music Athenaeum,  recovery, versatility.

Coffee shop, workshop, shop, work, natural path.
Environmentalism, nature, foods, organic, orchard, vegetables, tradition.

Stereotypes, masculinity, expression, vulnerability, emotional, education.
Reminiscence, positive reinforcement, family, odour, distillation.

System, adaptation, grid, variable.
Social design, protest, impact, criticism, self-promotion.
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   18/19 PED

social

campaign
identity

health

social

editorial

feminism
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app
education

fashion

experience / empathy / identity
society / culture / workshop

Lorem ipsum

D
esign A

ctivism
 intervenes into everyday lives w

hile raising political consciousness concerning collective challenges ( M
arkussen, 2013 )

...Introduces a three-part m
odel of research into practice, for practice and through practice. (A

rcher)

Subjectivity >  C
onfusion of theoretical and political issues concerning the im

plications of the sex/gender debate for political representation and agency. (B
enhabib , B

utler)

G
roups of innovative citizens organising them

selves to solve a problem
 or to open a new

 possibility, 
and doing so as a positive step in the social learning process tow

ards social and environm
ental sustainability (M

anzini)

...he proclaim
s the age of “form

al collectivism
,” w

here people are free to m
ake use of all existing form

s. (B
ourriaud)

A
fter all, to interact discursively as a m

em
ber of a public - subaltern or otherw

ise - is to dissem
inate one's discourse into ever w

idening arenas. (Fraser)

...identifying a trans¬versal sense of D
esign that brings us closer to the designer-m

ediator concept: 
a com

m
itted designer w

ho aim
s at a sustainable future, w

ho requires special attention from
 educators and / or institutions linked to D

esign (Serra).

End-of-degree Projects:
The collective dimensions are demonstrated in the 
common body of knowledge built from the sharing and 
feedback of ideas throughout research progression. 
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Interaction studies
applied to
Robotic Surgery
Giovanna Giugliano, Sonia Capece, Víctor Fernando Muñoz Martínez 
Department of Engineering, University of Campania “Luigi Vanvitelli”
giovanna.giugliano@unicampania.it

Social complexity is characterized by the introduction of digital and ar innovations – 
which bring new incentives and to contemporary society every day – and it 
requires the creation of new disciplinary synergies able to govern and optimize 
performances and opportunities offered by technologies. 
It becomes essential to change the culture of design, in an era of “dematerialisation” 
(Marras & Macacci, 2014) where the discipline of design must necessarily invert its interest 
from the binomial form-function to the modes and capacities of interaction that affect any 
technological artifact. Therefore, technology, supported by complementary skills, can 
expand the user's skills, facilitating complex operations and being of help and support for 

ks.
The project aims to r ct on how technology can support humans instead of drastically 
reducing their role, disregarding their sensitivity and intelligence and overcoming the 
opposition between human and machine to identify an imaginary coexistence hinged on 
original forms of interac of robotic surgery.
The aim is to reformulate the modes of language that are interposed between humans and 
robots, facilitating and synthesizing information to support new interactive forms of 
communication that can improve the interactions interposed between both during control 
activities, from physical-dimensional to functional compatibility up to the 
perceptual-cognitive and emotional sphere.
Through surgeon monitoring and controlling and the integration of new visualization 
technologies, the new generations of robots will be able to perform increasingly less 
invasive, complex and high-precision operations, bringing new value to therapeutic and 
surgical science.

KEYWORDS: 
Interactive Control; Robotic Systems; Art cial Perceptions;
Interaction Design; Robotic Surgery.
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One of the great challenges of robotic 
surgery is to design e and ergonomic 
human-machine interaction systems that 
improve the surgeon and robot skills. 
(Boyraz et al., 2019) 
In the contemporary scenario, the
dedicated to medical imaging techniques
that allow the surgeon to have a 
three-dimensional interactive relationship – 
visual and tactile – with simulated parts of 
the patient's body, is constantly developing. 
(Maldonado, 2005) Research is currently 
underway to implement collaborative 
human-robot systems in surgical 
environments that are able to reduce the 
surgeon's workload through task 
automation – bene surgeons and 
patients – by facilitating operative 
processes and reducing operating times. 
(Rivas-Blanco et al., 2019) 
Following this direction, the research 
presents part of the preliminary studies for 
the de of a model of human-robot 
interaction in surgical environments, which 
is able to improve the language and 
perceptual dynamics that interpose 
themselves during communication.

Optimizing and reducing the probability of 
error through the evaluation of the 
perceptual-cognitive factors that
interaction and the analysis of the 
requirements that determine human 
reliability.
Starting from Norman's (1988) suggestion 
that the user interacts with the system 
through a bidirectional exchange of 
messages – user-system and system-user 
– and through discordant modes of 
communication and intention, it was 
possible to identify requirements related to 
ergonomic risks, safety in the operator 
environment, reliability of control systems 
and visibility, management and 
visualization of inf ows.
In fact, with the adoption of methods of 
analysis and design, new modes of 
visualization, control, prevention and safety 
hav red. 
Through the of advanced 
technological tools it will be able to provide 
the operator with real-time information on 
the status of the operating process, to 
facilitate data acquisition and to improve 
safety levels.

- Boyraz, P., Dobrev, I., Fischer, G., & Popovic, M. B. (2019). Robotic Surgery. Biomechatronics, 431–450.
- Maldonado, T. (2005). Reale e virtuale. Feltrinelli Editore.
- Marras, L., Mecacci, A. (2014). La sparizione del design. Parte I: Less is More, Firenze: University Press, 
Aisthesis, ISSN 2035 8466. 141-151.
- Norman, D. A. (1988). The psychology of everyday things. Basic books.
- Rivas-Blanco, I., Perez-del-Pulgar, C. J., López-Casado, C., Bauzano, E., & Muñoz, V. F. (2019). 
Transferring Know-How for an Autonomous Camera Robotic Assistant. Electronics, 8(2), 224.
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C ration of multimodal interfaces to ensure new visualization and control modes 
through:
- ergonomics and increased skills in human-machine interaction;
- prevention and safety in surgical procedures;
- usability and adaptability of interactive systems;

exibility and error tolerance in robotic control.
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Intervention of Indian Textile Craft 
in Design Pedagogy for Social 
innovation and Economic Growth.
Sakshi Babbar Paul, Saroj Bala
Pearl Academy, India
sakshi.babbar@pearlacademy.com, Saroj.bala@pearlacademy.com

To facilitate students to study the chosen craft and innovate design ideas as per the 
trend, market gap, client, design development, explorations to skillfully execute for a 
product and to encourage students to choose Indian craft that is dying

serving to artisan community to break the social equilibrium

for young designers and source of livelihood to artisans in the circular economy

Storytelling
books for 

children about 
the

craft

Kalamkari Craft applied in
interactive storybook for children

Achada - Waste of Traditional Block printing
of Saganer fabric used for a product solution for 
home decor.Converted in a business venture

Crochet- Amigrumi Craft to create interesting toys
and products for kids.The Project formulated
as Business Venture:Meri Gullack contributing
to Socio-Economic Growth

Does 
Design 

Pedagogy
 Support Craft Project 

to become 
Entrepreneurial 

Ventures?
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Italia 3.0 can become an incentive to improve the food industry. Our 
project proposes a new paradigm that shifts from a quantitative to a 
qualitative territorial means of measure. This new vision would be the 
best and cleanest way for the future: The Sustainable Native 
Generation (Massari, 2017).

re 2 re 3

re 4

Traditional cuisines are passed down from generation to generation; 
these foods r ct pride for their ethnicity food cultures have 
emerged in various parts of the world over many years which can be 
linked to the exploitation o rops” (Montanari, 2006).
Food is an important part of culture and operates as an expression of 
cultural identity starting from a small community to the entire country. 
Our food memory banks are in danger and should not be deleted 
because it would have a negative effect on our ability to taste and 
remember the treasure that these raw materials can offer. 
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INTRODUCTION

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Behind Italia 3.0

Italia 3.0 Prototype

METHOD

Example: Lazio Region

20 Italian regions with all the agri-food products in each area were 
studied. The products were then divided into species and categorized 
using the European IGP/DOP and the Italian PAT cer s. 

rst analysis was to determine how the raw materials were 
processed b of the Italian regions.
16 food processing tasks were analyz rst few were raw and 
unprocessed). Each is repr
Figure 2 is the created legend used as a guide for graphing the 
analyzed data. 

FROM CONCEPT TO PROTOTYPE
rst phase of this study was graphically rendered to have an 

immediate understanding of the Italian agri-food panorama in the 20 
different regions.  Thanks to the creation of the modules that were 
suited to create the visual legends, the transition from clusters to the 
whole picture of Italia 3.0 was made possible. This allowed us to 
redesign the r of the Italian peninsula, no longer 
through geopolitical lines, but rather exploiting the quantity and quality 
of the products that characterize these regions.
Figure 4 depicts the IGP, DOP and PAT cer s, each 
corresponding to three different forms; size and color are based on the 
quantity of species of the same food found in each region. 
The numbers found below each form represents the quantities of the 
same species of the particular food for each of the cer ey 
are categorized starting from the smallest to the largest according to 
the quantities of products for each cer For example: IGP max. 
4, DOP max. 3, PAT max. 36.
This mapping is the basis for the rewriting for each territorial matrix.  
It portrays the essence of a territory with a view to the Cultural 
Revolution ( re 5).  

RESULTS

EXPECTED IMPACTS

The results of our research should be implemented at an early age as a 
new approach in education dealing with sustainable diet. A sustainable 
diet goes beyond nutrition; it is also based on seasonal, quality and 
local food.
The results of this research are as follows:
-enhancement of food territorial identity for each Italian region;
-turning raw materials into more tangible products;
- morphologically redesigning Italy ( re 5).
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131211 14
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22 36

Legend

Legend

Quantity of IGP products

Quantity of DOP products

Quantity of PAT products

IGP PRODUCTS DOP PRODUCTS PAT PRODUCTS

Products seen in both IGP 
and PAT.

Products seen in both 
DOP and PAT.

1 2 3 4

1 2 3

It is time for us to rethink our relationship with food as it is a true 
wealth that should be  transferred to all future generations as Food 
Cultural Heritage.  Food is rich in traditions, essential for health, and an 
important social tool.  
Italia 3.0 began with an innovative educational strategy through a 
series of studies from 20 Italian regions.

What is Italia 3.0 based on?
-Regionality and quality.
-Rede of educational and nutritional concepts through a 
sustainable food system path. re 1)

Italia 3.0 does not want to change the agri-food industry of already 
existing systems of breeding and farming; it would like to take these 
systems to another level which would in the long run be more effective.  
Italia 3.0 focuses on nutrition, as both an instrumental tool in health 
and also as a portal into culture.  It becomes part of who we are.  

  

IGP DOP PAT tot agri-food
products

agri-food
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oranges
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processing tasks processing tasks

IGP DOP PAT tot

pennyroyal

hazelnuts

olives

potatoes

sweet
peppers

pine
nuts

tomatoes

celery

grapes

green
squash

11

211

211

1

211

32

11

33

11

66

11

11

1_WASHING

2_PEELING WITH HAND

3_CUTTING WITH KNIFE

4_GRATING 

5_CUTTING AWAY THE ENDS

6_DIGGING

7_PEELING 

8_CRUSHING

#75A79F

#3B5C68

#323946

#6A7857

#A6A96E

#FDCC6E

#F49E7A

#E07556

9_SHREDDING

10_REMOVING THE CORE

11_REMOVING THE ROOTS

12_REMOVING THE STEM

13_PEELING THE LAYERS

14_SOAKING IN WATER

15_SECTIONING

16_CORING 

#BD5254

#C7A38E

#5F4024

#6F6B61

#61C5E5

#1A5AA7

#6A154A

#430D25

PROCESSING
TASKS

ICON COLOR
CODE

r

Zoom: 3.0 Lazio 

re 5

Unit

Each region was giv rocessing task according to the 
P, DOP and PAT foods.

For example: apple processing task-washing, cutting with a knife, 
grating, removing the stalk, removing the core.
This type of analysis was continued in each region for all the elements 
examined and is summarized in re 3.  
These wer rst steps that helped set up the whole outline 
for Italia 3.0. 
This systemic design project approach can be used in any country. This 
is what makes this project unique.
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Kairos pillars are based on qualitative research conducted through 
interviews with museum curators and industry experts, participating in 
events, conferences, and a wide case studies research. Every time we 

suppositions and ideas. the contextualization and interpretation of the 

opportunity and the space to generate new narratives and experiences. 
All the actors and data were analyzed to put in systems maps, creating 

new links and reclaiming new positions and roles.
This research allows having a format and a base of elements of which 
each museum can develop its multiple contents, different both 
aesthetically and functionally, to strengthen its cultural heritage.  
The game encourages visitors to explore different museums by enhanc-
ing the diversity of our cultural heritage.
During the last two years Karios has been used as a tool for the Systems 
Theory and Analysis course, held b Professor Veneranda Carrino is ISIA

Roma Design during a three-years research about "Water and Culture 
Heritage".
Thanks to this collective approach students are now implementing and 
designing new functions, characters, and levels shaped on the museum 
Baths of Diocletian’s needs.
The ultimate purpose of the project is to be able to embrace any 
museum inside the game, showing the museum's peculiarity and 
adding a new experience to the traditional one.
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Kinetic calendar for tracking physical 
and emotional stress in women
Mariel Domínguez. 
Product Design. Sapienza Università di Roma. 
dominguezmolina.1767562@studenti.uniroma1.it 

Abstract
In some cultures or working environments, a strong emotional display is perceived as a sign of weakness 
or a lack of self control.  Many women believe that they  should seem or be   “cold and strong” even more 
than their male pairs, in order to not be dismissed in several contexts.
The main problem with this, is that all humans have the need to express feelings;  and  in a huge majority, 
women’s  brains  are  specifically   wired  to express their  feelings  more than most men due to biological 
reasons.  Trying  to  ignore this  facts plays a role in getting many people inside a stress-depression spiral, 
causing the expression of this emotions even through physical symptoms.
The objects we are surrounded by are to some extend, a reflection of our personality and our experiences. 
Helping users recognize some emotional patterns by forming recognizible images
and place them inside the user´s personal environment to mimic the functions of a “mirror”; not to perceive 
any physical features, but to capture in some way their emotional journey during a cycle, in order to analyze 
the relation between stress and discomfort, with the hormonal cycle as well as some monthly events, that 
could in a long term affect her physical state.
The data collected by the users might not only serve as a visual feedback but also it can help  physicians 
detecting patterns or relations for some common mental-related affections, such as the Psychosomatic 
Disorder.  The  aim  of  this work is helping to develop deeper self-understanding  in  the users, regarding 
the possible connection between their emotions and their hormonal cycle; by having visual ffedback and 
sensorial reference  inside our living space.

Tracking emotions is one of the fastest growing ways to help quantify our mental health. That’s why some
technology companies, have worked over the last few years to create a solution that best helps us identify 
and understand our emotions.  Thats why a weareable devise is proposed to measure the physical stress
by the  Heart Rate Variability, complementing this input  with a mobile app to include the subjective  
perception of the user. 
This emotional data can then be correlated and then reflected  on the visual display to help unpack the 
instances and circumstances that lead to distressing situations,  or also,  the happiest moments. Detecting 
how emotionally volatile the user might be in certain situations can be a huge help in improving her 
mental health. For example, insights from emotion tracking could help a medical professional provide 
advice and support on how these feelings can be coped with in everyday activities.
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12. R.W. Picard. Affective Wearables. Digest of Papers. First International Symposium on Wearable Computers. Media Lab., MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA
13. Mann S. Wearable computing: a first step toward personal imaging. Computer February 1997; 25–31.
14. D. MacLean, A. Roseway, and M. Czerwinski. PETRA, page 66:1-66:8. ACM, (2013)

Expectations
The development of design projects focused in emotional health is a
 contribute to a more empathetic social environment and to a bigger 
awareness to the fundamental role of stress and the effect it can have 
in  our  bodily functions, resulting either in physical symptoms, or  to 
long term anxiety or depression due to ignored emotional hints.
The attempts to translate this hints in to an object or visual feedback, 
can lead us to a more assertive approach  to regulate some emotional 
or stress issues.
Understanding the strong relation between the emotions and the 
body, connected mainly through the highway formed by perception 
- thoughts - brain and hormones, can lead to the creation of a variety
of  tools  to explore  the  unseen  ecosystem  that we hold within our
bodies. This paths could be as unique as a fingerprint, or show patters
according  to cultural,  geographical  or biological conditions, as well
as gatherig accurate data for users to share with a  health professional
if needed.

Objectives
-Measure the base level stress of the user by using the HRV (Heart
Rate Variability) parameters with a weareable device.
-Offer an easy way to register the number of emotional peaks or/and
symptoms around the day.
-Design a calendar-like display where the emotional inputs can  be
related to hormonal phases of the menstrual  cycle, and the physical
stress parameters.
-Help useres register this data to make available for further statistical
or medical purposes.
-Encourage the user to develop a sense of emotional self-awareness,
by the observationa and acceptance not only of physical sensations,
but also of their emotional reactions.

The process and tools
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Abstract

The study focuses on exploring and manipulating materiality in knitting technique. Material is not only a 
substance but an experience that can be visual or tactile. The emphasis is on movement and how textile 
materiality effects and restricts it. Various techniques from basic to advance level have been learned and 
combined on silver reed knitting machine to create stimulating textural samples. Elastic materials like lyca 
both black, white, nude along with rubber and wool yarns have been explored keeping in mind the con-
ceptual framework. The technique is not taken just as a surface but more of creating structures with 
strength and greater stretch ability investigating aesthetic expression. This study helps to explore materi-
al and its structural properties. It would assist to evolve and consider the ways in which bodies and tex-
tiles interact with each other. The combination of techniques in samples resulted in dramatic forms spe-
cially when taken off the machine. All samples explore materiality combining various knit structures 
which creates interesting results both tactile and visual. 

Keywords

Materiality, movement, interaction

Research Objectives

• Explore movement and how materiality effects and restricts knitted textile
• Reconsider the relation of body and its motion.
• Understand and realize preconceptions in creative development.
• Investigate new materials in knitting

Research Process

Various researchers have used movement as a design element. Vaughan (1997) have explored movement 
in performance as an expression. Similarly, Peterson & Nielsen (2002) applied motion to graphic interface. 
Physical movement as a design element involve challenges because of the limitation of material, shape 
and size. (Nam, lee & Park, 2007). This aim is to search for the right choice of materials and structures in 
construction of knitted fabric which creates the challenge to explore the aesthetic expression. 

According to Dewey, it is not possible to describe aesthetic experience in words as there is no prescribed 
-

acterizes the aesthetic expression. Noticeably, it has been argued that the human body dimension is an 
active part of aesthetic experience (Ross & Wensveen,2010).

-
ing relation between clothes and media exploring visual language as an art form for the viewer. The worn 
tube-like Knitted structures in unconventional material by living body questions the existence in different 
contexts.

In addition, Adam practice explores knitting technique in relation to body movement. She deeply looks 
into the Martha Graham practice who is a known choreographer/dancer and have always considered 
choice of fabric, texture and its weight for the performance. Adam works innovatively combines knitting 

investigates body movement, using body as an object that each individual can relate to. This also gives an 
understanding about how body is perceived by each individual amongst others. 

using the technique and evolving the expression of form. 

Methodology and tools

The initial samples on the machine were more about understanding carriage functions, setting up the 
machine and changing needles. The technique on single bed machine i.e. shaping (increasing and de-
creasing stitches) and partial knitting samples were interesting to use as shape-changing method. The 
experiments provide wider understanding of surfaces and change in shape of knitted fabrics exploring 

78/78, 40 needles. 

-

increase or decrease in the stitches while making of the sample gives various potentials to achieve differ-
ent shapes and form. This is further investigated while draping it on mannequin. 

The selection of the following samples is based on a comparative study. All samples are made using same 
pattern/design developed on computer but choice of material, technique and machine set up makes them 

for the samples which responds well to body movement and later return to its original shape and size. 

Sample 1

Design: Pattern 2

Needles:60

The visual expression of the knitted sample seems plain because of the use of material. The material 

less open. The interaction with the fabric later shows the pattern enhancing design.

Sample 2

Design: Pattern 2

Tension 10
Needles:80 

In this sample the design of the pattern made on computer was prominent visually. The tactility and relief 
on the surface because of the combination in yarn made it look aesthetically appealing. The sample has a 
bit of controlled stretch ability because of the blend of Bomull yarn with nude lycra.  The use of nude 
lycra added a little of shimmer in the overall effect which enhanced with the stretching of sample. 

Sample 3

Design: Pattern 2

Tension 10
Needles: 120

This sample is made using both needle beds. The combination of using two techniques tuck and rib in 
one sample explore potential movement and change in shape because of the curl in knitted fabric. The 
combination of rib with plain knits planned till the middle of the sample and continued in the opposite 
direction half way creates textural form. This give possibilities to further combine these techniques to 
observe movement in the knitted sample. 

Sample 4

Design: Pattern 2

Tension 10
Needles: 120

This sample is developed based on the same technique as above. There has been a change in selection 
of material and making of sample. It starts with a tuck stitch later continuing with plain knit, further 
transferring the loops to start with the rib. The rib is planned in a way that it increases diagonally later 
combined with plain knit. The making is planned to achieve texture giving shape to the sample. The use 

. 

Expected/obtained results

The experiments and exploration of material in knit-
ting on silver reed machine gave endless possibilities 
to proceed further. The process helps to translate 
thoughts into creative solution which can be further 
developed on industrial knitting machines. 

The process investigated material properties and 
knitted fabric techniques. The use of material in rela-
tion to explore elasticity and change of pattern 
through movement was observed while sampling. 
The combination of yarns helped to explore stretch 
ability of the sample. The combination of techniques 
in samples resulted in dramatic forms specially when 
taken off the machine. All samples explore materiality 
combining various knit structures which creates 
interesting results both tactile and visual. 

Reference

Retrieved from http://www.amazon.com.

value of a product.IASDR 2007
4.Nithikul, N. (2009). Paperness: Expressive material in textile art from an artist's viewpoint.

6.Ross, P.R., & Wensveen, S.A.G. (2010). Designing aesthetics of behaviors in interaction: Using

http://www.movanachen.com/news.htm
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What if we could trade our memories?

“Distinction between actual What value do we give to
our memories?

Translating memories into
consumable objects

abstract

Title: Love Leftovers   Designer: Relator:

research objectives, methodologies and process
obtained results

obtained results

-

-

-

-

-

-

the purchase

If You want to submit 
Your memory

SCAN NOW

SCAN NOW

20 interviews questionnaire
225 respondents

observation
190 items collected
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This research focuses on three main objectives:
1. Claim the role of visual semiotics as one of the 

most important disciplines of our time.
2. Value the role of new media and leisure areas as 

generators of content and contemporary and even pro-
spective knowledge.

3. Assume the image as a unit of analysis from 
which to educate in current contexts as well as from 
which to learn to generate new perspectives.
      These points could help us change the way we un-
derstand and use visual culture

Objectives

.

, 

So far, from this investigation three repeated images 
have been detected throughout the contemporary au-
diovisual. 

The rst one is the insistence on natural referenc-
es, necessarily related to the climate crisis, which is the 
most decisive crisis of our time beyond ecological area, 
as Bruno Latour writes.

The second one is the vindication of the physical
through objects, skin and other elements that suggest 
what Josep María Esquirol calls a well-understood mate-
rialism. It recalls the importance of what is familiar and 
close, such as land, tradition and those that we surround.

And the third one is the image associated with reli-
gious elements, which refer to an intimate spirituality 
for a globalized world that Todorov, quoting Benjamin 
Constant, refer  to as religious sentiment

These three references, repeated in the au-
diovisual stories, speak of the three crises of our time, 
which refer to the climate crisis, the isolation arising 
from a new virtual framework and the spiritual lack 
that plagues much of capitalist societies.

Research process

Although this is a purely theoretical investigation, the 
provisional conclusions are regularly presented in con-
ferences and articles. The result is a general statement 
by the public that contemporary audiovisual actually 
seems to pose a ver sthetic trend, which calls

for states of r around the critical time we live. As 
a result, this research is expected to propose a spe-

cinematographic aesthetic trend derived from 
those crises that us, but which seem to be better 
explained by the visual.

Expected results

Production design is one of the most unknown 
areas in visuals. However, it is also one of the most deci-
sive sectors for the study of contemporary image.

This research is based on a review of recent audiovi-
sual content from the perspective of the visual aesthet-
ics. Costumes, props, artifacts, locations, architectures 
and many other visual elements that, in their quality of 
objects, denote a large amount of symbolic informa-
tion, often revealed subtly to the viewer.

Because of its imaginary and prospective quality, we 
f r roductions.

Methodology 

Abstract

Nature

Physicality

Spirituality

Mass media imaginary as a symbol.
How image is revealing the crises of 
our time through cinematic design.
Celia Cuenca García
Design teacher in Centro ial de Estudios Superiores Barreira Arte + Diseño and PhD student
celiacuencagarcia@gmail.com

If our era is the era of image, then, our way of stud-
ying the context we live in, necessarily involves 
analyzing the visual universe we inhabit.

The images we create and con-
sume can tell us as much of our poli-
tical, affective and even spiritual si-
tuation as any other of social 
studies. Maybe even in a more 
honest way.

Image is now an analysis measure and visual se-
miotics a necessary line of research. In this sense, 

design become reasons for study, not only about aes-
thetics, but about society itself.

The cinema, perhaps for its amazing te-
chnical progress, reveals in its recent shared sym-

Icons such as natural references, physical quality or 
stidnanoisnemidlautiripsehtfoaedidetadpuemos

apparent disappearance. 
María Acaso writes that it’s a common minscocep-

tion to assume that images are innocent and neutral. 
Also investigators as Martínez Luna, Cousins or W. J. T. 
Mitchel claim the depth of images and its ability to 
challenge contemporary audiences.  challenge contemporary audiences. A depth that, 
nowadays, we should all learn to read consciously.
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Neighborhood Cowork (Cowork del 
Barrio): Co-creating agents for 
social change
Sandra Molina, Cynthia Jaramillo, Alejandro Ramírez
Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana - Azcapotzalco
samm@azc.uam.mx 
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Neighborhood Cowork is a design education model that proposes to Co-create agents
for social change
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Pen Your Thoughts:
A Visual Design Language Study 
on Student’s Learning Progression
Jennifer Samonte-Aguilar, MS Adv, DBA 
University of Santo Tomas, College of Fine Arts and Design 
jsaguilar@ust.edu.ph 

REFERENCES:   Bailey, Deborah L.  and  Falk, John H.  (2016) Personal Meaning Mapping as a Tool to Uncover Learning from an Out-of-doors Free-choice Learning Garden, Research in Outdoor Education, Vol. 14, pp. 64-85
Falk, J.H., Heimlich, J.E., & Foutz, S. (eds.) (2009). Free-Choice Learning and the Environment. Lanham, MD: AltaMira Press
Burtnyk, K., Foutz, S., Kessler, C. and Kidwell (2005), M. Personal Meaning Mapping (PMM): Examples of Methodological Flexibility. Paper presented at the 18th annual Visitor Studies Association Conference.   <http://www.visitorstuchives.org/vsa_browse_vsc.>       
Falk, J.H. (2003). Personal Meaning Mapping. In G. Caban, C. Scott, J.H. Falk and L.D. Dierking (eds), Museums and Creativity: A study into the role of museums in design education. Sydney: Powerhouse Publishing
Cohen, L., Manion, L. and Morrison, K. (2000). Research methods in education (5th edition). London and New York: Routledge-Falmer
Barenholz, Hanna and Tamir, Pinchas (1992) Comprehensive Use of Concept Mapping in Design Instruction and Assessment, Research in Science & Technological Education, Vol 10, pp. 37-52
Lelliot, A.D. (2009)  Using Personal Meaning to gather data on School Visits, pp. 205-220
Reeves-DeArmond, Genna, "Exploring the use of the personal meaning mapping method in dress and textiles scholarship" (2013). International Textile and Apparel Association (ITAA) Annual Conference Proceedings. 221
Suh, Won-Joo (2010) 'Personal Meaning Mapping (PMM): A Qualitative Research Method for Museum Education.' Journal of Museum Education, 4. pp. 61-82.  

Figure 1 illustrates the Research Paradigm, where analysis 
of PYT Effectiveness is the predominant objective of the 
study. Binning of the Four (4) conceptual hypotheses with 
the PYT Predictor Variables are interpreted  as follows: 

(H1)Effectiveness of PYT activity drives motivation to 
design students to learn the topic of discussion.
(H2) Effectiveness of PYT aid design facilitators in attain-
ing the intended learning outcomes of the course topic. 

-
prehension of student’s learning progression 
(H4) Effectiveness of PYT reinforces the student’s accep-
tance of design facilitator’s evaluation of the assessment 
task.

Figure 1: Research Paradigm

Table 1: PYT  Predictor Variables

skill-based laboratory design courses. Conversely, majority of professional lecture design courses uses a traditional teacher-centered ap-
proach in imparting basic design concepts and theories to student. Hence, there have been relatively high challenges for design facilitator to 
evaluate the intended learning outcomes of the course topic using a congruent visual design language activity.      

(TLAs) experience (Reeves,2013). This being given, it is probable that design facilitator’s evaluation or own appraisal to student’s Assess-
ment Tasks (ATs) are strengthened by means of student’s critical thinking and recognition of gained insights after the course TLAs. Funda-
mentally, PYT is an interactive and streamlined visual representation of the learning experience after a course discussion. This study exam-
ined how “Pen Your Thoughts

ABSTRACT

 ‘PEN YOUR 
THOUGHTS -

Tomas. 

   
-

strument is divided in two (2) vital parts:  

begins. At this point, students will pen down their thoughts about the given topic in a sheet of 
white paper using BLACK ink pen/marker before the facilitator begins the topic of discussion 

-
ing process, thus validates the Meaning Stage illustrating the student’s current knowledge 
about a subject matter. 

of paper by adding more visual elements using RED ink pen/marker translating the deeper 
analysis of the topic discussed in class that occurred not present in the sheet during the Mean-
ing Stage.

The process begins with a Qualitative approach with the PMM responses, forming the basis 
for the Quantitative PYT Predictor Variables. The initial sample were a class sophomore stu-

Courses in the College of Fine Arts and Design, University of Santo Tomas.     

considered imperative factors probing PYT effectiveness when applied to both courses. The level of Agreement rating for 

.

For H1 - Effectiveness of PYT activity drives motivation to design students to learn the topic of discussion, students AGREE they feel driven 

For H2 - Effectiveness of PYT aid design facilitators in attaining the intended learning outcomes of the course topic, students AGREE they can 

For H4 -Effectiveness of PYT reinforces the student’s acceptance of design facilitator’s evaluation of the assessment task, students AGREE to better acknowledge 
the evaluation of the design facilitator in the given Assessment Task when PYT Activity is being used.  

-
.

Santo Tomas. Reciprocally, subjective evaluation of design facilitators will be REINFORCED by student’s own understanding of the course discussion when PYT is used. 

    
Moreover, the NEXT STAGE of this study will be developed by analyzing other intended learning outcomes delivered in different modality such as blended learning, enriched virtual mode 

using other Learning Resources such as Secondary Data. Further, the researcher may also examine Bloom’s Taxonomy correlation with PYT as avenue or direction for future reasearch. 

“In PYT,  the red ink over the black ink 
primes student to recognize the 
knowledge and comprehension 

that took place.” 
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AI assistant concept bluepint

AI assistant testing scenario
results - thematic map
Based on formulated testing protocol

How can AI add value in accessing information about snow? 

The resear was divided into 7 steps: 
1. Hypothesis 
2. Research design 
3. AI (speci  Assistant) 

f-testing in two working groups  
4. ysis 
5. Findings 
6. Concept dev
7. rototype of the Snowman

app

Origin of search result
provided by AI assistant

Based on formulated testing protocol

Activities

Snow As phenomena
As weather
Information unrelated to our
search criteria.

Formulated as
search results

Formulated as
lists of things

Formulated as
lists of businesses

Information unrelated to our search criteria.

Lots of variation in search results.

One tester, spoke English
to AI assistant.

Three testers, spoke English
to AI assistant.

One tester, spoke English
to AI assistant.

When given a local city name AI assistant
doesn‘t recognize it from spoken language.

When city name was understood
by AI assistant, it provided
information mostly on local businesses.

FAQ‘s of snow equipment rental.

Directed to ski resorts.

When chatbot understood snow as
weather it provided local forecast.

Search engine of AI assistant was
optimized for Anglo-American audience.

Formulated as
general replies
Missed location speci c details.

On ground
Doesn‘t direct to sources that could provide
information, difficulty in understanding
requests.

When asked if there was snow in a certain
location, AI replied incorrectly no.

Location
sensitivity

Dialect

Finnish

Namibian

Lithuanian

Local

Global

The search results  provided by
the AI assistant were not locali-
sed to our immediate location
but offered generalised inform -
tion sources. As such, the AI
assistant wasn’t not able to
provide accurate information for
our needs. We assumed this was
due to it using global, not local,
sources.

It was clear that AI assistant
wasn‘t able to understand snow
as an element on ground that is
place of activity. It also didn‘t
recognize amount or types of
snow. This can be considered as
a special dataset that would be
needed to create and integrate
into it.

We noticed that those not from
local dialect group were often
misunderstood by the AI
assistant, which is consistant
with known problems with voice
interfaces. This informed our
decision to include other modes
of interaction with our chatbot.

AI assistant testing protocol
Based on work group de nition of tourist speci c
information needed

Real-time information Activities

„What type of snow is in my location?“

„Is it snowing now in my location?“

„Where can I nd snow in my location?“

We also introduced variables and ad hoc
questions to see if reformulating would
change the results

„What snow activities are there in my location?“

„What kind of equipment do I need?“

AI assistant testing protocol
Based on work group de nition of tourist speci c
information needed

      

      
      

      
            

-
-

-
-

snow activity experiences for tourists 

-

-
ing (mass) snow tourism in Finnish Lap-

-

aim to provide our target group with a nu-

The research strategy is constructive 

working groups, photo documentation, 
-

-
stand and sort the data (Hsieh & Shannon, 

Outcomes:
-

Limitations: -

Samsung S-Voice, and other AI, assis-
tants.

information and features needed

Prompts a request
Requests information and provides context.

“Where can I build 
a snowman ?”

Information received

[a snowman]= parameter for snow, 

Interpretation
the request.

to interact with snow, favorite 
activities ...

“There is a public park 
100m south of your current 
location, where others have 

already built snowmen.

Here are directions on how 
to get there!”

medium (pictogram, text, video).

sources. As such, the AI assistant 

information for our needs. We 
assumed this was due to it using 

and integrate into it.
We noticed that those not from 

assistant, which is consistent with 

interfaces. This informed our 

When given a local city name AI assistant 
doesn‘t recognize it from spoken language. 

FAQ of snow equipment rental.

Directed to ski resorts. 

When chatbot understood snow as 
weather it provided local forecast.

When the city name was 
understood by the AI assistant, 
it provided information mostly on local 
businesses.

The search engine of AI assistant was 
optimized for the Anglo-American 
audience.

Lots of variation in search results. 

Case Snowman 
Marija Griniuk, Maija-Liisa Rautiainen, Jesse T P van Wyk

versity o versity o
.  ; maija.r . .  ; paivi.timonen@humak.  ; 

mv .  
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Recycling, refusing plastic use
and choosing biodegradable 
materials for new products
Alexandra Anghelache
University of Architecture and Urbanism Ion Mincu, Bucharest, Romania
alexandraanghelache2015@gmail.com

Plastic due to its properties like density, hardness, tensile 
strength, durability is one of the most used materials
on a global scale. The use of polymer materials is vast.
Plastic products are so deep-rooted into our routine that 
they become invisible.  The way we use it and how we 
discard it becomes almost an automated process.
Increasing awareness is the way to have a more active 
social attitude towards refusing plastic use. The recycling
process is a constant variation across countries due to 
their development. In developed countries, recycled plastic
reaches about 30%. 161

million tonnes

30million tonnes 19
65

million tonnes

52
million tonnes

other

72
3 million tonnes

industrial machinery 

OBJECTIVE

ABSTRACT

RESEARCH
PROCESS

RESEARCH PROCESS

The objectives of this investigation are to display the impact
of recycled plastic and the paradigm change that will lead to 
further research on biodegradable materials for general 
everyday use:

This survey took under consideration fourteen articles,
thirteen validated my initial assumption, and one was 
excluded because of a lack of relevance to the main topic. 
The used database is Google, Research Gate, Dezeen.com, 
Medium.com. The articles selected are dated 2016, 2017, 
2018, and 2019. Also, to showcase new materials into 
products, there were blogs, user comments, and reviews 
taken under consideration. 

million tonnes

Abstract

SAY YES TO
Objective

social innovation examples...

Methodology and tools

Newest

Research process Expected/Obtain results

1

3

4

METHODOLOGY
AND TOOLS

“Human beings don't have a pollution 
problem; they have a design problem.”

Michael Braungart
and William McDonough
in their book The Upcycle, 2013

2

Rigid packaging

397

Textiles 202

Consumer
goods 139

Auto&
transport 116

0 1200600300 900

Other 161

Production capacity of bioplastics
worldwide in 2016, by market
segment (in 1,000 metric tons)
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The analysis of the resources mentioned before supporting 
my initial view about the future of sustainable products and 
putting into practice the type of project thinking focused
on reuse waste, on the use of resources different from
polymers. Social awareness through any type of media 
helps citizens and designers commit to a better way of 
understanding the impact of the products that we buy 
day by day. 

The study area showed that although a hundred years old 
the bioplastic industry is far from the production levels of 
traditional plastic, and a lot of them are used for expensive 
products such as frame glasses where raw material prices 
don’t make much difference.

Statistics approximate that in ten years, biomaterials will 
equal the growth of the crude oil-based plastic. That will 
ultimately lead to a competitive product price-wise with 
similar properties as traditional polymer.
However, the effort of changing the polymer industry 
involves a collective effort on a global scale that can lead
to the scenario of sustainable cities, neighborhoods, 
communities.

-

One legal initiative that empowers this behavior is the 2019 EU ban 
against single-use plastic cutlery, cotton buds, straws, bags, glasses 
by 2021 for all member countries.

in 2022

in 2017

880 tons

1.08 tons

global production
capacity of bioplastics1%

320
(B

ran
don G

ail
le,

 2018)

Polymer consumption gets higher as we get richer. The 
plastic waste management of middle-growing countries 
failed to keep up with the production possibilities thus, the 
level is on the rise, and it drops again when considering 
more developed countries.
Higher-income states have good awareness, a better 
strategy when it comes to sustainability, environmental 
issues, and local regulations. (Hannah Ritchie and Max 
Roser, 2018) 

Recycling plastic requires a well-managed infrastructure 
that contains everything from sorting the different types 
of polymer to be reused by production companies to taxes 
and constant investments in the processing technology. 

Recycled resin can be used in a wide variety of applications and meets 

The challenge of recycling plastic is that it requires control of every 
factor at every life stage of the product: design, life-end management, 
ways in which recycled products are being utilized. Also, a big concern 
is the CO2 gas emission when melting the polymer. Some types of 
plastic materials are not recycled because of their small quantities. 
Moreover, the recycled polymer resin is harder to use because of its 
odor and color. Even if the price of recycled plastic is lower and the 
upgrading of processing technology will lead to a better quality of this 
material we will still see a strong need for an alternative to the plastic 
creation-recycling industry because ultimately the plastic
loop continues. 

Eliminating negative environmental impact can be done through well 
though design.  Sustainability is linked with design. The life stages of a 
product have to be taken under consideration from the beginning of the 
development project. An upcycle mindset is reassessing waste and 
transforming it into something valuable. (Charlotte Wegener, Marie 
Aakjær, 2016) Social innovation is required to tackle social and environ-
mental problems of the current day and age creatively. Ezio Manzini, in 
his book Design, “Design, When Everybody Designs” shares the idea of 

building a sustainable lifestyle with a focus on cosmopolitan 
localism. When social innovation becomes the driving factor 
citizens are working in smaller local groups sharing innovative 
ideas and building a slow, reuse culture. It is how
the consciousness of a recycling mindset is surpassed. 

Here are some examples that portray a system of thinking and 
production setup guided by concepts like sustainability, reuse, 
social innovation, and circular economy.

. It is known that an alga 
consumes carbon dioxide from nature. The design and 
research project by professionals Eric Klarenbeek and Maartje 
Dros for research foundation Atelier Luma presented this 
material that can safely replace plastic for package food.  
(Marcus Fairs, 2018)

Moreover, the Slovak University of Technology published in 
2018 the results of six-year research that presented a new 
material called . It is made from two biopolymers: 
Polylactic Acid (PLA) extracted from corn starch and
Polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) obtained from corn starch
metabolized by microorganisms. The production process 
remains the same as for traditional polymer: it can be 3D 
printed or injection molded and blow-formed. Its properties 
are again to be taken into consideration: its life span is up to 
15 years and it can withstand temperatures of over 100 
degrees Celsius. Nuatan can be utilized for single-use prod-
ucts to replace plastic straws, cutlery, cups, glasses, or other 
products such as frame glasses. (Marcus Fairs, 2018)
The end life for this biodegradable material evolves into com-
post at temperatures over 60 degrees Celsius in a microbial 
environment or an industrial composter.  The environmental 

is another material used as an alternative for pet-

in previous cases, this biodegradable material can have multi-
ple applications. The notable difference from the other two 
examples is that the end of life cycle those not require a sepa-
rate collection infrastructure. It is low energy to produce and 
environmentally friendly since it is waste-based. (Rima Sabina 

of Sussex graduate Lucy Huges, proving once again the social 
involvement trend. Her discovery offers a solution to a global 

are clear, however the high manufacturing prices of these 
materials compared to plastics and rigid regulations are 
slowing down their expansion. Further innovation
and rethinking of the life cycle are required.

EXPECTED/
OBTAINED RESULTS 

46
million tonnes

Flexible
packaging

1033

of the global 
production of plastic

is used for 
packaging
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Research Objectives

Shifting Mindsets, Bridging 
Generations
Shiu Heng Sin 
LASALLE College of the Arts
shiuheng@ette-world.com

Methodology and Tools

Amid this radical demographic shift, the changing of the traditional family 
structure has made the ever-widening generational divide seem more apparent 
than ever. This disconnection contributes greatly to the reduction of 
intergenerational contact, threatening intergenerational solidarity. This is 
profoundly harmful to society as it gives rise to ageism and the formation of 
negative stereotypes, thus contributing to the negative narratives of old age. 

This research explored employing intergenerational design in creating interventions 
to enhance and trigger intergenerational interactions. The intergenerational audience 
would engage in experiences that involve the sharing of narratives and memories
with experiential learning and cooperative play supporting the process. The design 
process resulted in Rippling Conversations, an intergenerational game that facilitates  
co-creation of marbling artworks through narrative-sharing. 

Within the next decade, Singapore will transition 
from an aged society to a super-aged society.

By 2025, more than 21% of 
the population will be aged 

65 and above (UN). 

21%
> age 65

1. To explore how intergenerational design can be    
 employed to enhance and trigger social interactions   
 between generations. 

 intergenerational relationships and encourage them to 
 be the agents of change in society. 

Mixed methods were used for data collection at various stages 

of the research. Some of the methods chosen were as follows: 

The foundation of knowledge of this research was established with primary data (questionnaires, observations, interviews, etc.) and secondary data  

(action plans, case studies, news articles, etc.). The key stages that outline the main developments in this 16-months study are as follows: 

Documented reactions and interactions revealed that the process was 

effective in inducing nostalgic memories, building a shared language, 

developing empathy, and fostering greater understanding. 

Fieldwork Cultural Probe Questionnaire

Semi-Structured 
Interview

Feasibility TrialObservation

Elicited inspirational 
responses from 

participants of various 
ages (cultural probe, 

workshop, and 
questionnaire). 

1
Participatory

Content
Creation

4
Pilot Study 

with 
Community

2
Design & 
Prototype

3
Feasibility 
Trials with 

Families

5
Transfer of 
Knowledge

Tested the effectiveness 
of the interactive tools 
with selected families. 
Further insights were 

collected through 
semi-structured 

interviews. 

Rippling Conversations

clinical tool and tested 
with art therapy groups 

at a residential care 
facility.

Toolkits were created and 
made accessible to other 

changemakers and 
organisations at 

intergendesign.com. 

Based on the 
collected data, a series 

of interactive tools 
including Rippling 
Conversations was 

developed. 

Narrative-sharing was successful in engaging both the 
narrator and the listener in 

Fostered greater

understanding
between participants

Experiential learning helped to

develop empathy

Cooperative play helped to 

build a shared language

Conclusion
1. The combination of the sharing of narratives and  memories,  

 experiential learning and cooperative play could be used as  

 a generalised methodology to guide and support current   

 and future intergenerational practices. 

2. Toolkits in the form of open source templates and    

 step-by-step guides are made accessible online to other   

 changemakers and organisations, extending the potential   

 impact of the research through transferability and scalability. 

Research Process

Results
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TellMi Ecosystem: 
an example of Design Process 
applied to didactic methodology.

ABSTRACT  
TellMi is a student project developed during a Service Design Workshop led by 
Michele Aquila, Kim Mingo, and Laura Polazzi. The proposed project and design 
output is a direct and clear result of the pedagogical and didactic methodology.  
Through a series of theoretical lectures and correlated practical activities, the 
workshop provided the students with an expanded perspective on related design 
areas and a guiding framework that delineated the key steps and introduced the tools 
that would allow the design of new systems. 

multicultural composition of the work teams. We recognized the importance of 
creating a framework that is open to and can accommodate the differences within 
heterogeneous teams and takes advantage of the strengths and potential offered by 
varied backgrounds and cultures (Figure 1).

This Service Design workshop was in collaboration with the DP Città Resilient of the 
City of Milan, directed by Piero Pelizzaro, within the Sharing Cities of Horizon 2020 
and 100 Resilient Cities Programme pioneered by the Rockefeller Foundation. The 
workshop involved the Municipality of Milan intending to create a service design 
solution that would foster inclusive decision-making and empowerment of 
stakeholders in an integrated process of understanding and planning a better city. 
Students were asked to design the possible interfaces for a dashboard that would be 
able to provide city planners with an extensive real-time understanding of the city 
dynamics. The workshop was conducted following the Double Diamond Process 

The result was TellMi, an app-based service that would allow the involvement of the 
citizens in a process of improving the city. The service would allow a direct role and 
voice within the community that would be supported by a feedback loop with the 
municipality.
The intent and hope are that a system of communication between the two would 
enable the government to work better in an open and inclusive process. 

TELLMI 
Research objectives

The project aimed to design innovative ways for the city administration to listen to 
and collaborate with citizens at a community level and extract important data in the 

there is a common problem for them to solve. Based on this, the team explored the 
scope of enabling a direct communication channel between the municipality and the 
people of Milan. 

Methodology and tools / design process

The project was conducted following the Double Diamond Design Process,  a design 
process developed through in-house research at the Design Council in 2004. 
The process is divided into four distinct phases, discover, , develop and deliver.  
It maps the divergent and convergent stages of the design process, showing the 
different modes of thinking that designers use.
During the discovery phase, students explored existing communities to understand 

important elements that bring people together, an interest in creating projects 

investigation on the type of issues that these people face when creating communities 

collaborating with the municipality when in need of their support. 

difference in this phase. The students connected the skills acquired in the past studies 
and work experiences (for example, the prior work experience as a psychologist), with 
the new tools to analyze the user experience to extract valuable insights. 
The multiculturality of the team was fundamental during the research phase. With the 
increased immigration of recent years, the composition of the citizens of the city of 
Milan is varied in terms of culture, country of origin, language, and customs. This 
creates further hurdles in the communication modes between the citizens and the 
municipality but also between different communities themselves. The international, 
multicultural composition of the workgroups through structured brainstorming 

A component of ethnographic research was built into the process through primary 
research, by interviews and participant observation, as well as with comparative 

channels). In addition, each student collected qualitative case studies as best practices 
to propose solutions to the different problems. This became fundamental in informing 
and supporting the user-centered design solution.

supporting the collaboration between citizens and the Municipality of Milan in a better 
way, helping them to work together and solve different kinds of issues. 

The third phase was focused on the development of a solution that responds to that 
objective. The research insight led the student to design a project able to empower 
citizens to communicate community and city issues directly to the Comune di Milano. 

The TellMi Ecosystem consists of three main players:
• citizens
• municipality of Milan

The citizen is provided with a mobile application to report issues directly to the 
municipality. When other citizens view and validate the reported issue, it gains 
popularity and becomes a priority for the municipality to resolve.  The municipality can 
access a dashboard that collects all these reports in real-time. The dashboard 
becomes an important instrument to monitor the productivity of their departments, 
respond to the interests of the citizens, and make informed decisions to allocate 
resources if necessary.

that would help them navigate to the exact location of the problem and which would 
identify their tasks, and more importantly, to update citizens and the municipality 

the project or intervention are vital as a communication tool with the citizens. 
This involves them and motivates them to continue contributing to the improvement 
of the city and thereby continue using the service (Figure 4).

During the last phase, delivery, the students created a prototype of the app-based 
service. The tools implemented in this phase included scenarios, storytelling tools, 
prototypes, and graphic presentations.

Conclusions

The project presents excellent potential since it creates a direct communication 
avenue between the citizens and the municipality. It creates a channel where people 
can communicate their problems and see a response. At the same time, it provides 
valuable information to the municipality. 
In this project, we see the importance of the multidisciplinary method in the 

Interaction designers with diverse professional backgrounds; psychology, product 
design, graphic design, and digital communication. 

The project presents a strategic approach with a focus on user needs. It starts from 
the understanding of the problems of the actors involved and then generates a 
solution that connects them, thus creating value for all. All touchpoints needed to 
support this ecosystem were developed in detail, considering the supporting 
technologies and devices as well as the experience for all of the users-citizens, 

The collaboration with the DP Città Resilienti continued within the 100 Resilient Cities 
program and challenged our students with new issues around the topics of 
environmental sustainability, natural-based solutions, and platforms for the promotion 
of green roofs in the city of Milan.

Sharing Cities. (2020, February 07). What is Sharing Cities? http://www.sharingcities.eu/ 

100 Resilient Cities Programme, (2020, February 07). What is Urban Resilience? https://www.100resilientcities.org/ 

Design Council. (2020, February 07). The Design Process: What is the Double Diamond?. 
https://www.designcouncil.org.uk/news-opinion/design-process-what-double-diamond
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Figure 2

Discover phase: Exploring communities, personas and benchmarch outcomes

Figure 3

Figure 4

Main intefaces for the three typologies of users. 

Figure 1

The teamwork
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Time Well Spent
Facilitating mindful and meaningful screen use through a 
‘Design for Humansic Living’ methodology

The Internet and technology have evolved rapidly in recent years, and digital technology has become integral to the modern civilisation. Rapid growth and modernisation result in people 
experiencing burnout and craving for work-life balance. As a way of escaping reality, daily drudgery and boredom, people tend to rely on digital screens for fast entertainment and instant 

increased risk of mental and physical health problems, it also lowers mental performance and affects productivity levels. Human interactions have also become minimal as people spend 
more time on phones than they do with each other, causing a lack of social connectedness.

purpose of screen-time activities. 

Abstract

concern: excessive recreational screen use (ERSU)

purpose of project project objective
Ease ERSU and enable more meaningful 
activities for user to function well/better for 

4

    

hypothesisdesign strategy 5 humansic design DNA

premises to develop, test and evaluate 
humansic design approaches

results

humansic design interventions are 
considered successful when,

8

     Social       

      

n=3; Average control data from aggregated nights: 11   |   *p<0.05 

80.8%

100%

100% 55%

effective in facilitating mindful recreational 

limitationsdiscussion conclusion

limited as time and resources did not permit for 

interventions for different user stages

Screen-reliant user:

Adjusting  user:

Mindful user: 

acetually@gmail.com
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Trans/Feminist Critical Making –
Design as Open-Source Opposition
Michelle Christensen , Florian Conradi , Marie Dietze 1.Technische Universität Berlin/
Berlin University of the Arts 2.Berlin University of the Arts/Weizenbaum Institute)

INCLUSIVE DEMOCRATISATION 

A prospective path to strengthening 
social self-determination is currently 
emerging through critical hacker- and 
maker communities, in which people 
participate directly in the development of 
new technical artefacts through 
democratised production possibilities 
such as open-source software and 
hardware. But under what conditions can 
this democratic potential unfold, and 
democracy for who?

CRITICAL MAKER LAB 

The Critical Maker Lab was established 
within a cross university setting – as a 
transdisciplinary terrain that attempts to 
exceed the boundaries of theory and 
practice, academia and activism, science 
and civil society. Here, critical theorists 
and critical practitioner kers, makers 
and designers) meet to debate the 
politics of technology and to prototype 
alternative visions for an inclusive digital 
society. 

TRANS/FEMINIST HACKING 

Trans/feminist hackspaces around the 
globe are currently forming, debating the 
value-sets and codes of conduct 
necessary for creating access and 
empowering female and non-binary 
individuals and collectives in tech. 
Through doing so, they are enabling 
environments based on collectivity and 
multiplicity, ensuring safe spaces for 
heterogeneous identities and taboo 
issues Wuschitz 2014; Sollfrank 2019).

HACKING BODY POLITICS

Experimenting with trans/feminist 
approaches to using and reappropriating 
open soft- and hardware to envision 
alternative possibilities of health 
technologies, the topic of ovulation and 
the menstrual cycle was explored as a 
techno-political territory. As the ‘female 
body’ is essentialized and capitalized on 
through a new market of intimate data 

racking, fertility-tracking) 
Lupton 2014, 2016) – how might a 

feminist approach to technology look, 
shifting parameters, for instance, from 
self-tracking to self-learning.

TRANS/FEMINIST DESIGN RESEARCH 

Trans/feminist practices emerging in 
critical maker and hacker communities 
reify the values of a commons-based 
multiplicity as it intersects with 
employing free/open technologies. 
Including these principles into practice 
based design research emerges a space 
in which taboo issues can be raised, and 
critical speculations can be collectively 
materialized into a heterodox design 
practice. In such a workshop setting, a 
design culture emerges in which not only 
technical artefacts, but also individual 
identities can take issue with restrictive 
gender scripts and performances.  

DIY/DIT GENDER  

A series of hands-on participatory 
workshops used Do-It-Yourself and 
Do-It-Together approaches as a strategy 
to liberate participants from knowledge 
hierarchies and production dynamics of 
the current market. From making one’s 
own personalised menstrual cup using a 
DIY injection moulding technique based 
on 3D printed moulds, to track 
hormone changes by designing DIY 
microscopes that make visible changing 
patterns in saliva – collective speculations 
on self-observation for autonomous 
self-knowledge and self-care were 
articulated and debated.

Lupton, D ex: A Critical Analysis of Sexual and Reproductive 
Self-Tracking Using Apps. Culture, Health & Sexuality, V p. 440-453. 

Sollfrank Warriors. Technofeminist Praxis in the Twenty-First 
Century. Colchester / New York / Port Watson: Minor Compositions.  

Lupton, D verse Domains o ves: Self-Tracking Modes and 
Dataveillance, Economy and Society, 45:1, 101-122.

Wuschit Feminist Hackerspaces. A Research on Feminist Space Collectives 
in Open Culture, Vienna University of Technology.

SINCERE
SPACE/S

COMMON(S)
CONCERNS

PARA
PRACTICE

COLLECTIVITY +
MULTIPLICITY

TACKLING TABOO
ISSUES 

HACKING RESTRICTIVE
GENDER SCRIPTS

SPATIAL ASSEMBLAGES UN/RE/DESIGN COMPOSING COMMONS

TRANS/FEMINIST 
HACKSPACES

DIY / DIT 
APPROACHES

INCLUSIVE CULTURES
AS SAFE-SPACES 

HACKING WITHIN
CODES OF CONDUCTS 

OPEN-SOURCE 
ECHNOLOGY

Setting up different workshops and forming 
safer spaces with a diverse group of people.

Drawing on open source – understanding 
through resituated making.

Formulating concerns – speculating on radical 
self-learning and self-sovereign bodies.
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Visual Exploration Method to Engage 
Art History with Practice-based 
Mindset in Design Education

Overview

Case Study : Western Art Review 

Conclusion
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Over the years, education fields in most Asia have been dominated by science, 
politics, and economy, while art and design are only considered as extracurricular 
activities up to high school education level. Therefore, students who choose 
design major as their higher degree of education, mostly are more enthusiastic 
with practical subjects instead of theoretical ones. This situation has become very 
challenging for educators who teach the design theory subject, like art history 
module. Students, especially the first year ones, consider this kind of subject as 
dull and boring since it usually requires them to do lots of reading and writing. 

In order to solve this problem, researcher decided to apply creative method by 
doing experiment in the art history class, especially for students’ assignment. By 
doing the ‘Western Art Review’ as case study, researcher gave students various 
visual exploration projects instead of applying essay or multiple choices test as 
assignments. Researcher also revised the usual grading proportion standard for 
the module. However, students still learned about art history chronologically in the 
classroom. They also did research and group discussion to be able to acquire 
theoretical knowledge accordingly. Afterwards, students were expected to 
observe and analyze different media, so that they could demonstrate and present 
their primary findings through visual exploration (form, colors, and composition) in 
order to produce their final project outcomes. 

The main objective of this experiment is to reconstruct students’ general mindset 
about how to perceive theoretical knowledge and integrate it into practice-based 
mindset in design. They need to understand that art history, as the fundamental 
knowledge, is really important if they want to create better design outcomes. That 
learning art history is not about reading, memorizing and writing textual content, 
but more into understanding the context of the art itself and also how to integrate 
the knowledge into design practice. 

Therefore, researcher showcased some artwork samples from three visual 
exploration projects in the ‘Western Art Review’ case study for this research. In 
those projects, students are required to analyze visual media i.e. film posters and 
magazine covers before they managed to recreate and modify them into new 
artworks that were inspired by famous art styles from art history and civilization 
timeline, such as Egyptian, Greek, Christian, or Modern art. 

Through this research process, researcher managed to obtain satisfactory 
outcomes from students, both practically and theoretically. After applying this 
methodology for the last five years, researcher can prove that there is significant 
improvement in the art history classroom based on the students’ interests, skills, 
and knowledges. 

Researcher tried to apply a ‘student- 
centered approach’ that relate more 
to their psychological manner, since 
researcher realize that once students 
love the modules, they will be able to 
produce remarkable outcomes with 
right understanding and limitless 
creativity. 

Therefore, this experimental project 
will be able to improve students’ 
self-efficacy and confidence in 
mastering  both theoretical and 
practical knowledge. This project can 
also become a case study sample on 
how to integrate practice-based 
modules, such as Illustration and 
Color Theory, with art history 
module.
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Their artworks demonstrated 
their knowledge and 
understanding about the module.

Students did further research by 
their own since they had higher 
interest in art history. 

They also managed to analyze 
and interpret the context into 
their artworks. 

Year

IKADQ

Project and material benefit for students

“It really is an exciting learning 
method to help enhancing my skill”

“Now I understand better about
western art history. So much fun!”
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Assessment from Student’s Questionnaire

“Knowing more about its past, 
made me appreciate art more”

“Love how the material sharing isn’t
only from reading the powerpoint
slide. I’m not sleepy anymore.”
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